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At Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co., banking is
about people...not numbers.
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University
hosts Family
Weekend
Sept516

Numerous sOlivities set
foryouththweekend
lb

evast sow," she said.
14ttlibtsaid the event used to be held in
°Motor m coincide with the last weekend of the
Farmer's Market and Art Appreciation b4ondt,
bat the ipas
could matedme.be colder tban
She said them would be many different
activity booths set up in theequere,including
hes pumpkin decorating. Children will be free to'
select a pumpkin and decorum it with markers, •
siis said.
Murray Art Guild Executive Director Debi
Danielson said she likes to think of the event as
low-key fun." She said there would be six to

Wther
Spaelal too Um Wiper
urray Main Swat and the Mummy Art
MURRAY,Ky. - Murray State
Guild will hoetAili on the Square
University's Family Weekend,
downtown Sunni* hem 94.113. to
to be held Sept. 25-26, includes
noon.
an assortment of activities for
Murray Main Street Director Deana Wright
MSU students and their famisaid
the event started before she began her tenure
lies.
Photo provided
eight
years ago, but about five or six years ago,
The weekend kicks-off with Participants in last year's Arts on the figure work with waterthe Mr. MSU pageant held at colors. This year's event will be Saturday from 9 a.m.to noon. Main Street partnered with the Murray Art Guild.
"It needed the artist's touch, so it's mostly their III See Page 2A
Lovett Auditorium Friday at 7
p.m with the theme of "It's
Raining Men." The event is
sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. Families also have the
choice of attending the showing
of GOMORRAH, presented by
Cinema International in the
newly remodeled Curtis Center
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
Continuing on Saturday, all
residential colleges will host
receptions beginning at 10 a.m.
The University Bookstore will
be open ftom 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and the Clara Eagle Art Gallery
will be open from 1 to 4 p.m.
The Parent and Family
Connection Cookout will be
from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Quad.
The cost per meal is $12 and
students with meal plans eat
free. Parents can now sign up
Ilig 11111WAIONS MAWR
for the Family Weekend Pack,
SW Miler
which includes lunch, the tail- flig 11111111POR
Murray's Gentry House.
gate party and a game tickee. AP Whits House Correspondent
homeless dicker has received a
NrIED NATIONS(AP)— President
**fp
Banc* Chaim challengeitAnadit
•See Page 2A
s.*
VOWiiinee
leaders Wednesday to shoulder more
of the globe's critical burdens, promising a
OiLATHET
GyOssii
— ditecior iktady
newly teeparative,partner in America but
Lovett Mid the boding, which
sternly warning they can no longer castigate
cause through the Homeless
the U.S. as a go-it-alone bully while still
Emergency Assistance and
demanding it cure all ills.
Rapid
"Those who used to chastise America for
Transition to
acting alone in the world cannot now stand
Housing Act
by and wait for America to solve the world's
(HEARTH),
problems alone," said Obama in put-up-orwas a very
R
30s
shut-up comments before a packed U.N.
good amount
General Assembly hall."Now is the time for
AP Photo/Mery Moiler
Li
all of us to take our share of responsibility President Barack Marna addresses the 84th session of the General Assembly at for a shelter
their
size.
for a global response to global challenges." United Nations headquarters, Wednesday.
Gentry
House
In his first appearance before the group,
will have up to
Obama promised the U.S. would reach out
three years to Woe
on
mutuengagement
based
in
"a
new
era
of
inclades
the
Mama
didn't
demand
so
much
as
he
Security
Council.
which
Ales,
el The Armashibsd Puma
al interest and mutual respect," but he also calling it a "letcur council" and accusing it chided and cajoled. It's now an inextricably spend the grant.
...Partly sunny wagged a rhetorical finger at leaders who of treating smaller nations as "second class, interconnected world, he said, so that each Its purpose is to either help peoThursday.
ple quickly find a new place to
country's problems become the others'.
with a 20 percent chance of spend much of their time at international despised."
gatherings
excoriating
the
U.S.
He
said
"an
U.S. presidents — Bush included — have
'in the year 2009 — more than at any move into or to prevent people
showers and thunderstorms.
almost
reflexive
anti-Americanism"
that
come
to
the
United
Nations
year
after
year
poise in human history — the interests of from losing their homes by
Highs In the mid 80s.
swept the globe under the administration of with a wish list of action items and preach- nations and peoples are shared," Obama helping them with their rent or
Thursday night.. Mostly
other bills, she said. This might
his predecessor, George W. Bush, is not "an ing the gospel of waiting together. The U.S. said.
cloudy with a 20 percent excuse for collective inaction."
involve
helping people catch up
is rich and powerful, but cannot solve probFollowing a president pilloried for arrochance of showers and thun"Nothing is easier than blaming others for lems without help, they say, whether gance, Obama talked more modestly about if they are behind on their rent
or might involve helping them
derstorms. Lows in the mid our troubles and absolving ourselves of Democrat or Republican.
the United States.
pay the various deposit fees that
'60s.
responsibility for our choices and our
So Obama's message was not new.
To be sure, he listed American contribuare
involved in moving into a
Friday.. Partly sunny with actions," he said.
But it was delivered in an unmistakably tions. But this was no chest-thumping bragnew
home.
And yet, directly following Obama at the new, more humble tone.
a 20 percent chance of
ging; instead it was a more lawyerly arguLovett said Gentry House
leader
Moammar
podium
was
Libyan
Following a president criticized Ow makshowers and thunderstorms.
could spend the grant over three
Gadhafi, who railed against the U.N. ing my-way-or-the-highwey 'Vaguest." 'of
See Page 4A
Highs in the mid 805.
years or right away, but because
night...Mostly
Friday
of the thorough application
cloudy with a 30 percent
screening process that will be
requited, it might take a long
chance of showers and thuntime to administer funds anyderstorms. Lows in the mid
way. Because it is a federal
60s.
through the United State
grant
Kristofferson, Val Kilmer,
Saturday...Mostly cloudy
Sp Wm* MeGisin
De91111Millt
of Housing and
PAU PAID PlOsions
Dwight Yoakam and Hilary
with a 20 percent chance of
Development
(HUD),
Urban
MUNItAY, Ky. — Former Duff.
showers and thunderstorms.
Gentry
House's
process
for givMurrayan and Murray State
Murray State students are
Highs around 80.
ing the funds will have to be
University graduate W. Earl invited to take the opportunity
Saturday night...Partly
intensive and transparent,
Drown
will be screening his lat- to view a MITI that is not the
Lovett said.
cloudy. A 20 percent chance
est project on MSU's campus "finished product." Not yet
"Everything has to be in place
of showers and thunderon Monday, Sept. 28, at 7 p.m. complete, the film lacks its
before money can be taken
storms. Lows in the upper
Brown adapted for the screen, musical score, but Brown and
out," she said.
50s.
stars
in Taylor wanted to give students
and
produces
Lovett said she would probaSunday.. Partly cloudy. A
"Provinces of Night." The the chance to see and discuss
bly soon set up a time in the
20 percent chance of showfilm's executive producer is the process of finishing a film. afternoon for people to come by
ers and thunderstorms.
Photo provided MSU alum Corky Taylor and is Brown and Taylor will both be after work and fill out applicaHighs in the upper 70s.
Murray native and Murray State University graduate W. Bad directed by MSU graduate present for the preview and will tions. She said if they were
Brown will screen his latest project on MSU's campus on Shane D. Taylor. In addition to
Brown, the film also stars Kris III See Page 2A
•See Page 2A
Monday, Sept. 28, at 7 p.m.
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•Arts on the Square ...
one of the fun things about the

From Front
eight booths mostly geared
toward young children, but that
anyone can have a good time
with them. She said guild volunteers and Murray State
University art students would
be helping participants make
sculpture with salt dough, wind
socks, face-painting and water-color paintings. There will be
sidewalk an and artists who
will demonstrate weaving.
There will also be materials for
hand-made instruments and an
artist will demonstrate some
on-site painting. Danielson said

event is that participants will
get to make art free of charge
and can take home anything
they make.
An added bonus for people
attending is that they have an
extra opportunity to look at the
"Proofs" photography exhibit
that is currently on display in
the Robert 0. Miller
Conference Centerrn,
Danielson said.

III Gentry House ...
From Front

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
ENTREPRENEURS: Youngters Shaine Roach, Alyssa Adams, Patrick Adams and Matthew Crouch took advantage
pf this month's citywide yard sale to start their own business of selling water and lemonade to yard sale customers. At last
Ireport, the youngsters made more money than the parents on sales.

YOUNG

More information is available
at
website
the
pn
littp://w w w.m urraystate.edu/par
entsffamily_weekend.htm.
Beginning at 2:45 p.m., Dr.
Steven Brown, MSU music professor, will play the Carillon that
1,vill ring through campus. At 3
'p.m., the MSU music depart-

ment will present the third annual "Fall Fanfare" Collage
Concert at Lovett Auditorium,
featuring the Racer band and
other MSU performing ensembles. Admission is $5, with proceeds benefiting the Department
of Music Scholarship Fund.
Parents, students and the
Racer fans are all invited to join

From Front

the tailgate at 5 p.m. to celebrate alumni affairs and the office for
the Racer spirit before the game. student affairs. The Outstanding
The Murray State Racers face Parent Award is selected from
Eastern Kentucky University at nominations made by MSU stu7 p.m.. bringing the weekend to dents.
For more Family Weekend
a close. The Outstanding Parent
Award presentations will be information, contact Sabrina
made during pre-game activities Mathis at (270) 809-3279 or at
at Stewart Stadium, hosted by familyconnection@murParent and Family Connection, raystate.edu.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
.s.auttlAdcw,.septemsnA 26th. 2009
-

.
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4:00#2..m.

01607

ye
MANY EXTRAS! This 5
FEATURING
HOME
CUSTOM
SPACIOUS HOME wrni MANY RECENT UPDATES!Inviting
many appealing amenities
4 bedroom, 2,5 bath home is located on a mie ManIm estab- bedroom, 3.5 boa bane femme'
is sawed on a beautitid lot with mature landscaping.
lished subdivision. My mast updates mkt die bane move-is and
Features include a family room with cathedral ceiling, formal
ready. Private Master Suite with walk-in closet and sitting area.
dining room. office/study, built-in bookshelves, plantation
Large lot nicely landscaped with mature trees and an imdergrouad
shutters. large kitchen. two staircases. dual HVAC units, ceninvisible pet fence. Spacious SUIVOOM and deck area an perfect
tral vacuum, and an inviting screened-in porch are just a few
for entertaining. Sellers are relocating. IMMEDIATE POSSES- of the things you may expect to see upon entering this home.
SION AVAILABLE! Pnced at $1139.900. MLS #50936
Priced at $379.900. MLS #512138

Pur

BRICK RANCH IN THE CITY! Rare 4 bedroom. 2
bath home on a 1.23 acre lot. This home hos beautiful hardwood floors, large family room with fireplace and book shelves. Outside there is a detached
garage and a goon house. The yard has many mature
trees and a garden spot. This is absolutely a beautiful
setting. Priced at only $125,000. MLS 047585

- 1 1 \1,iiii ',t.

ters that didn't use all their
funding. She said she was still
working to raise money for
maintenance and other costs,
but had no doubt that the shelter
would remain open.
"I'm optimistic because this
community really steps up to the
plate," she said. "This is a good
place to live."

Film preview ...

University hosts Family Weekend ...
From Front

applying for funds for new
housing, they would need to
show an eviction notice. If they
are applying to receive staying
where they are, they would need
to show what they owe on back
rent.
Earlier this year, Gentry
House did not receive its usual
emergency shelter grant from
Housing
Kentucky
the
Corporation. Lovett said,
though, that they ultimately

received $4,000 through the
same program because of shel-

1- 1222

have a question-and-answer session following the screening.
Grammy Award-winning producers and musicians are working on the film score now.
If the wages of sin are passed
from generation to generation,
"Provinces of Night" is one
boy's escape from the burden of
that sin and his search for
redemption. Teenage Fleming
Bloodworth is alone in the
world. His mother abandoned
him and his cuckolded father is
on a quest for vengeance. One
of his uncle's exists at the edge
of lunacy, another escaped to
the bright lights of Nashville,
and his grandmother is slipping
into dementia. His only true
companions are his books and
dreams of being a writer ... then
he meets two people who forever transform his world.
Fleming finds a kindred spirit
in Raven Lee Halfacre, the illegitimate daughter of a prostitute. For the first time, they both
feel the limitless possibilities of
unconditional love. Fast on the
heels of meeting Raven,
Fleming meets the grandfather
he has never known. E.F.
Bloodworth has spent years 40
chasing women, whiskey and
song, but as mortality creeps

upon him he feels the need to
face his past. It is only through
the relationship that develops
between him and his grandson
that E.F. has any hope of
redemption.
What Fleming doesn't know is
that both Raven and E.F. harbor
dark secrets that can destroy
them all. Fleming is trapped in
the eye of the storm and must
weather the darker provinces of
night in order to find the hope of
a new dawn.
Murray State students are
especially encouraged to take
advantage of the unique opportunity Brown and Taylor are
making available to them.
Faculty, staff and surrounding
community members are also
welcome to attend. The free
event will be held in the Curris
Center Theatre, located on the
third floor.
For more information on the
film and a complete cast listing,
go

online

at

www.imdb.com/titlett1421048.
For questions about the event,
call (270)809-5600.

Family Day Reminds Parents That

Dinner Atalials A Difference!
the perfect
time to listen
to what's on
your kids mind.

...help
develop
vocabulary
in younger
children.

...contribute
to better
grades.

1

The more often kids eat dinner with their families the less likely
they are to smoke, drink or use drugs.
Parents are the number one influence in their child's life.
Communication is the key to family success.

What the kids really want at the dinner table is YOU!

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

762-7332
www.ccasap.com
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Death toll at 10 as Southeast floods ebb
By KATE BRUPABACK
Associated Press Writer
AUSTELL, Ga. (AP) — As
floodwaters around Atlanta
began to recede, residents were
packing moving vans with furniture and commiserating about
water-logged homes.
"I'm toast," Penny Freeman,
who moved into a first-floor
apartment five days ago, said
Tuesday. "I don't have a place
to stay. I'm losing my mind
right now."
President Barack Obaina
assured Georgia officials that
requests for federal aid to deal
with the flooding will "receive
prompt attention," the White
House said Wednesday. Obama
called Gov. Sonny Perdue late
Tuesday after the governor
asked Obama to declare a state
of emergency in Georgia.
Officials estimated $250 million in damage in the state.
At least 10 deaths in Georgia
and Alabama were blamed on
the tom:final downpours in the
Southeast. The storms finally
relented and relief was in sight
with just a slight chance of rain
Wednesday, but the onslaught
left many parts of the region in
stagnant water.
The latest victim, Richard
Butler, 29, drowned after his car
was apparently washed off a
road near a creek Tuesday night
in suburban Douglas County,
west of Atlanta, county
spokesman Wes Tallon said.
Washed-out roads and flooded
freeways around metro Atlanta

By Jodi Keen
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY. Ky - This time,
Murray State University can
"believe the hype" when Public
Enemy's Chuck D visits Murray
in September to deliver a lecture
called "Race. Rap and Reality."
Chuck D's lecture begins at 8
p.m. on Monday, Sept. 28, in
State's
Lovett
Murray
Auditorium. Murray State's
Government
Student
Association and the Campus

LIFE HAS ITS MOMENTS...

AP Photo/John Bazemore
A roller coaster at Six Flags of Georgia Amusement Park is flooded this week in Austell, Ga.
Several days of heavy rain have flooded parts of the Atlanta area.
caused commuters headaches,
though many major arteries had
reopened by Tuesday night.
neighborhoods
Many
remained awash in several feet
of murky, brown water, even as
an emerging sun shed light on
the widespread flood damage.
Robert Blake, with the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention, said people should
assume floodwater is contaminated and should be cautious
when they return to their homes.
Most deaths were from drowning when cars were swept off

roadways. Authorities released a
I5-minute 911 call of a storm
victim's last moments. Seydi
Burciaga, 39, screamed to a dispatcher as water rose to her
neck. The dispatcher advised her
to try to break a window, but she
couldn't.
"I don't want to drown here,
please!" Burciaga said.
Eddie Stroup, an investigator
with the Chattooga County
Sheriff's Office in northwest
Georgia, told The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution that 14Osley
Nicholas
year-old

drowned when he and a friend
say: a Jeep in the water and dove
in to see if there were any people who needed help. The current from the nearby Chattooga
River swept them away. Stroup
said. The friend survived.
After several days of steady
rain, the ground was saturated
from Alabama through Georgia
into eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina. The floods
came just months after an epic
two-year drought in the region
ended with winter rains.
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Pellet Shoillt Ian Legs
Murray Police Department
- A burglary report was taken at 4:34 a.m. Sept. 11 at Rudy's at
104 South Fifth St.
- A report for theft from a vehicle was taken at 7:46 a.m. at 1551
Mockingbird Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 1:57 p.m. at the station after someone reported unauthorized use of a credit card.
- An individual was charged with shoplifting at Wal-Mart at 809
North 12th St. at 4:38 p.m.
- A theft report was taken at 5:27 p.m. at the station.
- A stolen vehicle report was taken at 5:32 p.m. at Lowe's.
- A theft report was taken at 2:43 a.m. Sept. 12 at 1624 Hamilton
Ave. after someone reported stolen laptops.
- A theft report was taken at 7:10 a.m. at 100 North 13th St. after
someone reported a stolen bike.
- A burglary report was taken at 6:05 a.m. Sept. 13 at 104 South
Fifth St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:35 a.m. at 1005
Westgate Dr. after someone reported graffiti to property, which
was said to have happened several times in the past.
- A report for theft from a vehicle was taken at 1:03 p.m. at 218
South 15th St.
- A juvenile shoplifter was reported at 2:44 p.m. at the Massy BP.
Murray State University Public Safety
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 12:58 p.m. Sept. 10 at
the Public Safety Building after a bicycle was reported stolen.
- A fire alarm was activated at 9:51 p.m. at Hart College after food
was overcooked In a microwave on the second floor. There was
no fire, but a small amount of smoke.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 11:20 a.m. Sept. 11 at
Wilson Hall after a caller reported newspaper racks missing from
Elizabeth College.
- A report was taken for criminal possession of a forged instrument
at 2:46 p.m. at the cashier's office after someone reported a counterfeit $20 bill.
- A report for criminal mischief in the second degree was filed at
1:01 a.m. Sept. 12 at Elizabeth College after someone reported a
subject knocking over trash cans and causing damage.
- A report of a hit-and-run accident involving an MSU vehicle was
taken at 12:49 p.m. at 15th and Olive streets.
- A fire alarm was activated by a faulty smoke detector at 1:11 p.m.
Sept. 13 at Blackburn Science Building.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 11:04 p.m. Sept. 15 at
College Courts after someone reported a stolen bicycle.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 10:20 a.m. Sept. 16 at
the New Fine Arts Building after someone reported a stolen bicycle.
— Information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies.

MSU economic education workshop today
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University Center
for Economic Education and the
Kentucky Council on Economic
Education will hold a free workshop today for teachers in grades 4
through 12.
"Butcher, Baker, Candlestick
Maker: Entrepreneurial Project"
will be held Thursday from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in MSU's Business
Building North. room 302. This
workshop will train teachers to use
the "Butcher, Baker. Candlestick
Maker- curriculum to provide their
students the opportunity to gain
hands-on experience in creating a
business--sometimes in a simulated
environment and sometimes in the

Activities Board are the s
sors, iiad attendance is free
open to the public.
Public Enemy burst onto
music scene in 1987 with
debut record, "Yo! Bum R
The Show." and is known for
socially and politically c
scious lyrics as much as
innovative music techniqu
Several of the famed hip-h
group's albums have sold
least one million records.

:
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Public Enemy's Chuck D discusses
'Race, Rap and Reality' at Murray Stat4
.41

Term Crier
• The Murray Public Works
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council Committee will meet at 6 p.m.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. 'in City Hall. Members will
Thursday in City Hall. There review and discuss bids for
will be second readings of chemicals for the water plant
ordinances to levy ad val- and the wastewater plant,
orem taxes on city property. which are for six months.
Safety
Public
The
motor vehicles and watercraft
for 2009. The council will also Committee will meet at 6:10
vote on a resolution designat- p.m. and will review and dising the mayor as the agent to cuss bids for radio equipment
execute documents by the for the police department.
Emergency There will also be a discusFederal
Management Agency to sion of North 16th St. from
obtain federal funds under Highway 121 North to
the Disaster Relief Act. The Diuguid Drive.
council will vote on declaring
11 vehicles in the city's
impound lot as surplus to be
sold as scrap or junk value.

Ky. lawmaker wants
sales tax holiday
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A Kentucky lawmaker is proposing a sales tax holiday for
items such as clothes, computers and school supplies.
State Rep. Fitz Steele, a
Hazard Democrat, is planning
legislation for the General
Assembly's upcoming session
that starts in January. Steele's
proposal would create a threeday tax holiday in early August
for Kentuckians to avoid the
state's 6 percent sales tax.
Items could also be purchased
tax-free over the Internet during the break.
Steele says the plan would
help families just before the
school year starts. It would run
from the first Friday in August
through Sunday.
Not all items would be eligible for the tax break.
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Sometimes painless; always a concern

real marketplace. This curriculum
provides all the step-by-step lessons and materials to sponsor an
Entrpreneurial Fair at in the classroom or school.
Pre-registration was mandatory
and closed Monday. Sept. 21.
Students who complete their
entrepreneurial project can: learn
all Kentucky Core Content in economics and consumerism; increase
initiative and self-confidence:
enhance learning by using technology; acquire practical living skills
and learn to solve problems; learn
about business in the real world;
expand their vocabulary, improve
their social skills, and apply core
content.

aialtaing in Insunenoti Claims
Spct

GIFT WITH PURCHASE
Receive a free lobster clasp bracelet with
your purchase of $100 or more of PANDORA

literine fibroids Is a very common problem In women; lumps grow
Inside, outside, or In the wall of the uterus. These fibroids can cause
heavy bleeding, pain, or infertility.
Murray Woman's Clink con help treat problems
dealing with Uterine Fibroids.
We use the latest accredited ultra-sound to
help diognose your problem and prepcxe
different treatment options.
We can also recommend surgical options to
permanently eliminate your uterine fibroids
depending on your future fertility goals.

Don't spend another moment
in pain or fear.
When Experience Counts,
Count on our Melina of Experience
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Maurles
Mrs. Elizabeth Lee Price

James (Jimmy) Gallimore

Jeremy Haley

Mrs. Elizabeth Lee Price, 65, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 22,
The funeral for James(Jimmy)Gallimore was today (Thursday)
2009, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She
at II a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
had retired after serving 21 years with the
Rev. Britt Miles officiated. Pallbearers were grandsons and grandMarshall County Board of Education in Food
sons-in-law. Brad and Chase Gallimore, Andrew Schroader, Brooks
at Jonathan Elementary and was a memServices
Daughaday. Jake Douglas and Bret Borders, active; Henry Blakely,
Baptist Church but attended Hardin
Olive
of
ber
Edmondson,
Nance,
Sammy
and
Dale
Bobby
Todd.
Whittis
J.T.
Baptist Church.
honorary. Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Preceding her in death were her parents, J.B.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
and Mary Etta Edwards Parrott, and one
Parrott
Tribute
be
Jude
Program.
St.
may
to
made
sympathy
of
Expressions
granddaughter, Ashley Nicole Moore.
P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis, TN 38148-0142.
Survivors include her husband. Bobby Gene
Mr. Gallimore, 69, Murray. died Tuesday. Sept. 22, 2009, at II
one daughter, Ronda Adams and husband,
Price;
attended
and
Northside
driver
a.m. at his home. He was a truck
Price
Timothy. Kirksey; three sons, Ronnie Price and
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 14, 1939, in Puryear, Tenn., he was the
Ramon Price and wife, Debrah, all of Hardin, and Randel Price and
son of the late Rex and Mayzell Wright Gallimore.
wife, Melissa. Benton; one sister, Janet Croley, Calvert City; two
he
Survivors include his wife, Gail Grogan Gallimore, to whom
was married Oct. 3, 1959; two daughters, Vicki Nance and husband, brothers: Paul Parrott and Coleman Parrott, both of Calvert City;
Mike, and Theresa Schroader and husband, Greg, four sons, James seven grandchildren, Billy Shawn Cothan and Whitney Elizabeth
Gallimore and wife, Rhonda, Jeff Gallimore and wife, Elaine, Jody Price. both of Benton, Jacquelyn Rae Price, Hardin, Shawn Douglas
Gallimore and wife, Misty, and Johnnie Gallimore and wife, Sonya, Moore, Almo, Taylor Lane Price, Hardin, Christopher Gene Adams
and one brother, Gerald Gallimore and wife, Sandra, all of Murray: and Sarah Elizabeth Price, both of Kirksey.
The funeral service will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of
one sister, Lanita Lee and husband, John, Hazel; 13 grandchildren,
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Ricky Cunningham, Rev. Trad
Collier
Larisa
Douglas,
Valarie
Gallimore,
Ty
and
Luke
Brad, Chase, Emily,
Mrs. Clyzell Fahvell
Marty Futrell will officiate. Burial will follow at Horn
and
York,
Owen,
Amber
Schroader,
Andrew
Daughaday,
Amanda
Borders,
Mrs. Clyzell Falwell, 90, Murray, died Wednesday. Sept. 23,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to •
2009. at 7:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A home- and Adam, Brett and Lauren Nance; three great-grandchildren, Cemetery, Benton.
(Thursday).
today
p.m.
8
Alden, Spencer and Jack Douglas.
maker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hardin Baptist Church
Preceding her in death were her husband, Otis G. Falwell, one
Building Fund, 6867 U.S. Hwy 641 North, Hardin, KY 42048.
son, Jackie Linn Falwell, one sister, Adelaide Henry Copeland, and Kenneth Clay Adams
The funeral for Kenneth Clay Adams was held Tuesday at 11
her parents. Tom and Nannie Sumner Linville. She was born Dec. 5,
a.m. at Lone Oak First Baptist Church with Dr. Dan Summerlin and
1918, in Henry County, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, Patsy Falwell Pittman and hus- Dr. Mike Sams officiating. Burial was in Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens with military rites. Lone Oak Chapel of
band. Danny, and one son, Grundy Falwell and wife, Beth, all of
Milner and Orr Funeral Home was in charge of
Murray; sister-in-law, Robbie Falwell. Kirksey; four grandchildren,
Mrs. Shirley Hubbs
arrangements.
Van Pittman and wife, Liz, Grant Pittman, Ankkew Falwell and wife.
The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Hubbs will be today (Thursday)at 2
Saturday,
died
Oak,
Lone
77,
Adams,
Mr.
great-grandchildren.
wife.
three
Laken;
and
Falwell
Jacob
and
Jana,
Sept.I9, 2009 at 5:15 p.m. at Western Baptist p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and
Savannah and Dakotah Pittman and Ellie Falwell; several cousins,
Hospital, Paducah. He was born on Sept. 21, 1932 Mike Toon will officiate. Todd Walker will lead congregational
nieces and nephews.
Mayfield to the late Clifford Clay Adams and singing. Pallbearers will be Gene McDougal, Karl Smith, Gerald
in
J.H.
of
chapel
the
in
p.m.
2
at
The funeral will be Friday
Lola Powers Adams. Also preceding him in death Coles, Darrell Mitchell, Jeff Hagan and Jay Simmons, active; Tim
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
were one sister, Betty Katherine Clark, and step- Coles, Tommy Carraway, Phil Morris, Jim Lawson, Charles
in the Ivy Cemetery. Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to
Stubblefield, Gene Bailey and Ted Howard, honorary. Bunal will
mother. Sally Ordrata Adams.
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
He was employed at Ryan Milk Company as follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funerExpressions of sympathy may be made to Ivy Cemetery Fund,
Adams
assistant office manager after graduating from al home.
2060 New Providence Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or Glendale Road
Mrs. Hubbs, 72, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Monday, Sept.
State University. He was employed at
Murray
Ky
Murray,
Rd.,
Church of Christ Mission Fund. 1101 Glendale
Murray State University as Chief Accountant until 21, 2009, at 11:15 a.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
42071.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, she was a retired •
he transferred to McCracken County Public Schools
for Parker Ford and McKeel Equipment Company, Murray.
clerk
years.
many
for
served
he
where
Officer,
Finance
as
Reginald E. Payne
Nov. 19, 1936, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of•
Born
serving
Force
Air
State
United
of
veteran
a
was
He
Reginald E. Payne, 52, Aurora, died Wednesday. Sept. 23, 2009,
V.B. Hodges and Alley Willoughby Hodges. Also preceding
late
the
during the Korean Conflict.
at 11:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
were one brother, Edwin Hodges, and one sister, Faye
death
in
her
He
community.
and
church
his
of
member
active
an
was
He
He was retired as a custodian for Murray State University. Born
Austin.
a
was
He
Church.
Baptist
First
Oak
Lone
at
deacon
a
as
served
Feb. I. 1957, in Cottage Grove, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Survivors include her husband, William Hubbs, to whom she was
member of Paducah/McCracken County Retired teachers and
Mose Payne Jr. and Carmen Blackmore Payne.
May 6, 1960 in Calloway County; one daughter, Lon Hagan
married
County
McCracken
of
committee
supervisory
of
chairman
as
Survivors include three sisters, Deborah, Marva and Susie Payne, served
Jeff, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one son, Corey Hubbs,
husband,
and
wife,
his
with
traveling
was
hobby
His
Union.
Credit
Teachers
and two brothers, Richard and Randy Payne, all of Murray.
•
one sister, Delma Thompson, Washington, D.C.
N.C.;
Raleigh,
Legion.
American
of
member
a
was
He
family.
and
friends
church
arrangements.
of
charge
in
is
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Adams;
Linda
Sams
years,
Sue
55
of
wife
his
Survivors include
two sons, Kenneth Ray Adams and Daniel Clay Adams and wife,
Mrs. Patsy Elaine Edwards
Lone Oak; one daughter, Linda Kay Willis and husMrs. Patsy Elaine Edwards, 82, South 10th Street, Murray, died Frankie, all of
Cannel, 111.; one sister, Judy Adams LaCava,
Mount
Tim,
band,
Funeral
Churchill
Tuesday, Sept. 22, 2009, at noon at her home. J.H.
MANCHESTER, Ky.(AP)- was found this month hanged
Abbey Adams Alloway and husgrandchitdren,
five
Fla.;
Sarasota,
Home is in charge of arrangements.
When Bill Sparkman told from a tree near a Kentucky.
band, Zach, Strasburg, Colo., Brook Elizabeth Adams, Bethany
retired trooper Gilbert Acciardo cemetery with the word "fed"
Clay Adams, Nathan Ray Adams, all of Lone Oak and Sean
Roy Thomas(Tom) Hatton
that he was going door-to-door scrawled on his chest, a law
Rolando Willis, Mount Cannel, Ill. one great-grandchild, Breamia
said
Roy Thomas (Tom) Hatton, 42, died Sunday. Sept. 6, 2009, in
census data in rural enforcement official
collecting
Alloway; several nieces and nephews.
Asheville, N.C.
is
FBI
the
and
drew
cop
Wednesday,
former
the
Kentucky,
Baptist
First
Oak
Expression of sympathy made be made to Lone
Mr. Hatton grew up in Murray and graduated from Murray High
Fund, 3601 Lone Oak Road, on years of experience for a investigating whether he was a
Trip
Mission
or
Fund
Benevolent
School in 1985. He attended Murray State University majoring in
victim of anti-government sentiPaducah, KY 42001. You may light a candle or leave a message of warning: "Be careful."
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, graduating in 1991.
ment.
Sparkman
51-year-old
The
sympathy at www.milntrandorr.com
He was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. His mother, Marjorie Ann
Hatton, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his father, Roy 0. Hatton, Grenada, Miss.;
Otife, Mervi, and daughter, Maija, both of Lexington. Ky.; one brothJohn Stephan. Murfreesboro,: one sister, Valerie Hatton-Miller.
nations have responsibilities as chief foe in the room who was sanctions that are his preferred
From Fuont
Columbus, Ohio; two aunts, Liz Proctor, Grenada, Miss., and
delivering his own address later, penalties.
well."
Eleanore Buchanan, Asheville, N.C.; many cousins.
ment aimed at convincing the
"The world must stand togethlistened intently but did not
seen
be
At home, it remains to
; Expressions of sympathy may be made in his name to: Safe jury of Obama's world peers
to demonstrate that internaer
clap.
the
on
critics
Obama's
whether
Haven for Men, 19 Robin Lane, Asheville, N.C. 28806. Online con- that the U.S. has heard the comoffering
new
law is not an empty promwhile
tional
Even
as
talk
of
sort
this
see
will
right
dolences and donations may be made to Safe Haven for Men.com.
plaints and, under his leader- giving away some of America's cooperation from Washington, ise," Obama said.
ship, is addressing them. That accepted status as the globe's Obama was blunt that others
The president was particularly
ranges from banning torture to lone superpower.
must step up or face dire conse- muscular on the need to tackle
winding down the Iraq war,
Many were already criticizing quences: "extremists sowing global warming, declaring that ,
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) from a major coal ash spill will working to rid the world of
along these lines after terror in pockets of the world, America's days of dragging its.
Obama
The Tennessee Valley Authority show up in customer bills.
nuclear weapons, aggressively previous speeches meant to protracted conflicts that grind feet on the issue are over. "If we
TVA President and CEO Tom
phief said Wednesday that nearly $3
pursuing Mideast peace and
out a conciliatory hand- on and on, genocide, mass continue down our current
pillion in projected cleanup costs Kilgore and other executives said bringing new energy to the bat- reach
during his inauguration atrocities, more nations with course, every member of this
as
such
:ind resulting operational changes the utility has completed about one- tle against climate change.
to the Muslim world. nuclear weapons, melting ice assembly will see irreversible
Cairo
in
or
third of the cleanup of about 3 milAnd he delivered the message
a U.S. ambas- caps and ravaged populations, changes within their borders,"
Bolton,
John
As
lion cubic yards of ash from the that America will not behave as
under Bush, persistent poverty and pandemic he said.
U.N.
the
to
sador
Dec. 22 spill near the Kingston if it is better.
And, seeking to build on his
trip: "Why disease."
Obama's
before
said
TVA
River.
Emory
the
on
plant
"No one nation can or should
1001 1Vhitnell Ave.
of
urgent
top
the
At
Obama's
visible
a
expect
three-way
not
we
meeting in New York
should
spring
by
phase
that
finish
to
wants
Murray, KY 42071-1040
try to dominate another nation,"
are the nuclear pro- on Tuesday with Israeli and
challenges
Obamamania
of
demonstration
2010.
Phone(270)753-1916
Obama said. "That is the future
Kilgore said Wednesday he has America wants - a future of at the U.N.? He is giving them grams of North Korea and Iran, Palestinian leaders, Obama •
Fax (270)753-1927
"not been able to find an individual peace and prosperity that we can pretty much what they ask for." the first having already pro- urged nations aligned with
Mon - En. KO/ a.m. - 500 p.m.
Cloned Sat. & Sun.
The president's reception in duced several atomic bombs, either side to abandon old
that is culpable to the point that only reach if we recognize that
fired."
be
to
needs
by speaking honestly
traditionally staid U.N. hall the second suspected of moving divides
somebody
the
Alice Rouse, Publinher
all nations have rights, but all
was hardly Obamamania. But rapidly in that direction and to the Israelis about the,'
aroune(a'murrayledger.com
he received several rounds of both in defiance of repeated Palestinians' legitimate claims
Greg Tray in. I.ititot
eclitorfaliiiirrayledger.com
applause, something rarely international demands. He said to land and livelihood and to,
afforded to Bush. Iranian the two nations "must be held Palestinians and Arab nations.
Chrin %tumbril, kilyertising Mgr.
Mahmoud accountable" if they continue, about Israel's right to exist.
ails(umurravleliger.com
President
18()4
InNictinctits
Ahmadinejad, perhaps Obama's without mentioning the tougher
Jill 7lephrti.. I latoatieds Mgr

Jeremy Haley. 22, Van Cleave Road. Murray. died Wednesday.
Sept. 23, 2(10), at 5:36 a.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident on Oak Level Highway. Benton.
He was a member of Hardin Baptist Church and of Carpenters
Local 357 in Paducah. Born Jan. 19, 1987. in Murray, he was preceded in death by his grandmother, Barbara Haley.
Survivors include his parents. Alan and Tina Maness Haley,
Murray; grandparents, Joe Haley, Almo, and John and Dorothy
Maness, Dexter; two aunts. Karen Birdsong and husband. Ronnie.
Madisonville. and Lena Stewart and husband, David. Memphis,
l'enn.; girl friend. Samantha Bucy. Kirksey.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of Heritage
Family Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Chris Stewart. Thomas Wilson, Darren Jackson.
Darrell Martin. Joe Barrett and Eric Roades. Burial will follow in
the Hardin Baptist Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hardin Baptist Church
Building Fund, PO. Box 35, Hardin. KY 42048. Online condolences
may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
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Feds probe Census worker hanging in state

Obama tells world leaders to shoulder burdens...
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AURORA, Ky. - Kenlake
State Park in Aurora will be the
site for the Seventh Annual
Bluegrass
Lake
Kentucky
Festival this weekend, Sept. 25
and 26. The event is sponsored
by the Jackson Purchase Friends
of Bluegrass (JPFOB) and the
Bluegrass
Lake
Kentucky
Foundation (KLBF).
Band performers with area
local ties include The Josh
Williams Band members: guiJosh
vocalist
tarist/lead
Williams, whose hometown is
Benton but he is now living in
the Nashville area, and banjo
Jason
player/vocalist
McKendree, whose hometown
is also Benton, but as he's a
University
State
Murray
Mathematics professor, he now
lives in Murray. Jason's family
band, The McKendrees, will
also perform at the Festival, and
Ron Barnett of Murray is the
bassist for the group. Fiddle
player and vocalist, Blair Joseph
of Southern Rush received her
music degree from MSU, and is
now pursuing a higher degree at
the University of Louisville.
Other bands are Junior Sisk
& Rambler's Choice, Dale Ann
Bradley, Michael Cleveland and
Ridge
The
Flamekeeper,
Runners, The Cope Brothers,
Old Santa Fe, The Rigney
Family Bluegrass Band, Drive
Ty me, and Summertown Road.
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Guild's
Art
The
Murray
'PROOFS' AWARDS:
juror was
year's
This
St.
Fourth
South
201
at
Bureau
&
Visitors
Convention
exhibit at the
thirty
five were
entries
From
seventy
Johnson.
Michael
Art
Professor
Murray State University
are
award
Pictured
artists.
youth
and
adult
by
work
includes
which
for
exhibition
the
chosen
Geminhardt,
Teresa
juniors,
third
and
second
Staples,
Jazmine
is
front
row
the
In
recipients.
honorable mention, and Stacey Reason, honorable mention. Back row: Tom Jackson, honorable mention, Kate Walls, first place juniors, Nancy Stalls, third place and Kyser Lough Best
of Show for his piece "Should You Tell them?". The exhibition is open to the public and remains
up through Oct. 2. For additional information on the exhibit or the Murray Art Guild, go to
www.murrayartguild.org. The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts agency, supports the
Murray Art Guild with state dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment for the
Arts.

Actress's Murray visit one of Big Read events
PADUCAH,KY - Fifty years
ago, Harper Lee wrote the timeless novel, "To Kill A
Mockingbird," captivating readers of all ages. To mark this
milestone, Paducah's Luther F.
Carson Four Rivers Center was

educators was held Tuesday at
The Carson Center.
Attendees at Tuesday's event
received a packet of instructional materials prepared by
Constance Alexander, Faculty
Scholar at Murray State
University's Teacher Quality
Institute. Alexander was on hand
to explain guidelines for a
regional showcase of students'
to
related
writings
"Mockingbird." She is also
available to work with teachers
directly in the classroom.
The official launch of The
Big Read is Saturday on the
Carson Center lawn, with a visit
from Mary Badham, the actress
who played the character Scout
opposite Gregory Peck's Oscarwinning performance in the
1962 film adaptation of the
novel. Because of a generous
grant from MSU's Office of
Regional Stewardship and
Outreach, Badham is making a
Murray
to
trip
special
Independent and Calloway
County High Schools on Friday.
This "sneak preview" is
designed for classes in both
schools that are reading the
Harper Lee classic.
MSU's Office of Regional
Stewardship and Outreach also
supported The Big Read by purchasing copies of the novel that
have been distributed to schools
throughout the region. During
the day on Nov. 5 at The Carson
Center, a special production of
the trial scene from the stage
adaptation of "Mockingbird"

awarded a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Arts/The Big Read, to sponsor
an array of "Mockingbird"
activities in classrooms around
the region. To help kick off The
Big Read, a special reception for

Arts in the Region
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• "A Celebration of Music"
with the MSU music department
will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at
Thursday, Sept. 24
Paducah's Carson Center, with
the corresponding Collage
Concert at 3 p.m. Saturday at
Lovett Auditorium.
• Much Is Given will play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe, a special Tuesday
night show will feature Autia, and
the Paducah bluegrass band
Bawn in the Mash with special
guest Larry Keel will play next
Thursday, Oct. 1. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents the 2008 Italian film,
"Gomorrah," at 7:30 p.m. tonight
and
Friday
(Thursday),
Saturday in the Curris Center
Theater. The 2005 documentary,
"Enron: The Smartest Guys in
the Room," will play next week at
the same times.
• The Purchase Players in
Mayfield will present "Nunsense
If" at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday
Elnd 2 p.m. Sunday at the
Fterforming Arts Center. It will
Crintinue next weekend. For tick(Its, call (270) 251-9035.

Performing Arts Hall.
• The 1992 Michael Manndirected film "The Last of the
Mohicans," starring Daniel DayLewis, will play at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the Curris Center
Theater as part of the studentrun Tinseltown Tuesdays film
series.
• Murray native W. Earl Brown
will screen his latest film,
"Provinces of Night," at 7 p.m.
Monday in the Curris Center
Theater
• Rapper Chuck D, a former
member of the groundbreaking
group Public Enemy, will give a
lecture on "Race, Rap and
Reality" at 8 p.m. Monday in
Lovett Auditorium.
• A Mallet Music Concert will
take place at 8 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 1 in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center's Performing Arts Hall.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
at 753-1916 or
Teague
hteague0murrayledger.corn.
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• Pianist Mieun Lee will a convert at 3:30 p m Sunday in the
Ooyle Fine Arts Center's

will be prefor
sented
school groups
Montana
by
Repertory
Theatre. That
night, a full
production
will be staged
for the public.
For more information abou
The Big Read, log on to the
Carson Center's Website at
www.thecarsoncenter.org.
Ticket information is available
online. Contact the Center's
Education Director, Mary E.
Katz, for details about other,
activities planned as part of The
Big Read. The phone number is
270-443-9932, extension 250.
The Carson Center is located at
100 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah.
The Big Read is an initiative
of the National Endowment of
the Arts, designed to restore
reading to the center of America
culture. The NEA presents The
Big Read in partnership with the
Institute of Museum and Library
Services and in cooperation with
Arts Midwest. Paducah is one of
269 communities, nationwide,
participating in The Big Read
from September 2009 to June
2010. The McCracken County
Public Library is The Carson
Center's partner in The Big
Read, along with other local
groups that are sponsoring additional events. More information
about this national literacy iniat
available
is
tiative
www.neabigread.org.

Recorded Event of the Year
award.
The 20th Annual IBMA
Awards Show will be held on
Thurs.. Oct. I, 2009 at the historic Ryman Auditorium in
Nashville in conjuction with the
IBMA Bluegrass Week. These'
bands will know the winners
less than a week after their performances with the Festival.
Volunteers, campers, and
weekend guests will again have
a Pot-Luck dinner on Thursday
evening, Sept. 24, at 6 p.m. at
the Tennis Center at Kenlake
State Resort Park. A two-day
pass and a side dish or dessert is
required for the Pot-Luck "Kick-.
Of' supper, which will include
musical entertainment as well.
Passes can be bought at the.
Tennis Center that evening, or at
each day of the Festival.
The Festival will begin on
Friday at 2 p.m, with an Open:
Musical Jam Session coordinated by Conny Ottway. This will
be held outside near the Tennis
Center. Bluegrass instrumental
tunes as well as vocal songs will'
be played, and the public is
invited to participate.
The bands will start the show
at the Amphitheater at 5 p.m.,
and Russ and Becky Jeffers are,
the hosts. Music begins onSaturday at noon and will continue all day. There will be food
and music venders there both:
days of the Festival.
If you have questions, you:
may check out www.klbf.org or
www.jpfob.com for more information, or call 270-493-3839 or
270-5564510. Bring your lawn
chairs and enjoy the celebration,
of the art from that Kentucky
gave the world.

tqe kito,pp:k.n.3
-1 Weekend"

irww.maidenalleycinema.org.

, • Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will present "A Tribute to Willie
Nelson" with Mike Owens at 8
p.m. Saturday For tickets, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.

This year's Festival includes
five reigning International
Bluegrass Music Association
(IBMA) award winners, and
recently the 2009 nominations
have been announced, and the
Festival will have fourteen nominations overall. Josh Williams
is the current IBMA Guitar
Performer of the year, and he is
nominated for that award again.
This would be his second time if
he wins it. Josh has also won the
same category award from
SPGMA, the Society for the
Preservation of Bluegrass Music
in America every year since
2005. The Josh Williams Band
and Junior Sisk & Rambler's
Choice are both nominated for
Emerging Artist of the Year.
Rambler's
Sisk &
Junior
Choice are nominated for Song
of the Year, as well as Album of
the Year. Junior is also up for the
Male Vocalist of the Year award.
and
Cleveland
Michael
Flamekeeper are up for
Instrumental Group of the Year,
and also Instrumental Recorded
Performance of the Year.
Michael also is nominated for
Fiddle Performer of the Year. He
is still in his 20's and has already
won this award 6 out of the last
8 years. The mandolin player for
Flamekeeper is up for Mandolin
Performer of the Year, and
Marshall Wilborn, the bassist, is
nominated for Bass Performer
of the Year. Tom Adams,the guitarist for the group, is up for
Print Media Person of the Year
for his work with Banjo
Newsletter, Dale Ann Bradley is
nominated for Female Vocalist
of the Year, and she is also a part
of the group, Daughters of
Bluegrass, which is up for the

Invite your friends and family to visit Henry County during...

• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will present
"600 Days of Summer" with
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Zooey
Oeschanel Friday, Saturday
and Sunday For more details,

• Hal Holbrook's one-man
show, "Mark Twain Tonight!" will
Ile at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
lguttin' But Stringz" will perform
IP 7:30 p.m Saturday. For tickets call (270) 450-4444 or visit
www.thecarsoncenter.org.

Photo provided
The Josh Williams Band features Randy Barnes on bass,
Jason McKendree on banjo, and Josh Williams on guitar.

Carson Center
100 Kentucky Ave,

,vom.thecersoncenter

Visit
wwwVisitOowntotinParis.com
or call (731) 642-34.11
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plan meeting on Friday
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Sarr appointed
to national board
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In Honor and
Education.
Remembrance
O r thy Ht...4.1e.•
I. •
The OEC is a volunteer organs'
ization made up of professionals
Ineu , •,ti
t.IA
A
of color from throughout the
proto
is
mission
P est,',14•6
country. The
ikeo.lmer. r
'Pi. A
vide leadership for professionals of color in the field of higher education by collecting and
disseminating knowledge that
will help improve their professions. One of the top goals as an
organization is to serve as advoPhoto provided
cates for students of color in K- PRESENTATION MADE: Woodmen of the World Lodge 170
12 and post-secondary educa- presented Station 5 of the Calloway County Fire & Rescue
tion.
Squad this plaque in honor and remembrance of the heroes
The group's aim is to promote and victims in the fight against terrorism and in appreciation
college awareness and deal of the work of the local squad.
directly with college access
issues by disseminating information about educational
resources to our community.
Other team members who
twill help guide OEC into a
more comprehensive and viable
organization for its membership: are
A new, locally produced music ues. Friday Night Live will be
Eva Martinez, Marquette program, Friday Night Live pre- heard on 91.3 FM and 91.3
University - Wis.; Michael A. miers on Murray State's listener WKMS HD-1 and HD-2.
of supported public radio service.
University
Robinson,
Friday's premier at 7 p.m. feaMaryland - Md. ;Angel Perez, WKMS, this Friday. Each tures the season opening perPitzer College - Calif.; Dr. week Friday Night Live will formance from the Paducah
Akeia Benard - Wheelock showcase great music, including Symphony
Orchestra,
Nick a variety of classical, jazz, and "Exhibitions 1: A Tribute to the
College - Maine;
Figueroa (Chair)- Framingham acoustic performances, recorded Tang Dynasty & Pictures at an
State College - Maine.
live from several regional yen- Exhibition." The concert program includes Beethoven's
Egmont Overture, Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition, and
f
Your Free Gift with any Estee Lauder
State
Murray
features
University violin professor Suepurchase of 29.50 or more.
lean Park as the soloist in Chen
Worth over 80.00
& He's Butterfly Lovers
Concerto.
Friday Night Live will include
all classical concerts of the
Get 2 Bags
Paducah Symphony and its
Choruses as the ensemble "auditions" conductors during the
2009 season. The program will
2 Minute
also feature select classical perfrom the Music
formances
Touch Ups
Department of Murray State
and
University, and a variety of
music from other Murray State
Expert
stages, including Lovett Live, as
well as other local and national
Color Advice
venues.
Program Director Mark Welch
says,
"We're fortunate to have
Get a Fragrant
musical performexceptional
Best-Selling Body Lotion
ances in our region. We're
delighted to offer a showcase for
Paducah Symphony concerts,
campus recitals, Lovett Live
concerts and occasionally network-produced broadcasts during this weekly series."
Friday Night Live pre-empts
305-C S. 12th St.•Murray•753-5678
Friday's broadcast of NPR's
World Cafe, which continues to
air at the 7 to 9 p.m. slot
HWY.641 N.
Monday through Thursday.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 FM
MURRAY
with 100,000 watts, at 91.3
753-1725
WKMS HD-1 and HD-2 (both
on air and online at wkms.org.),
1-800-472-8852
at translators 92.1 FM,Paducah,
105.1 FM Madisonville and
www.rollingh.com
99.5 FM Paris, Tennessee.
Station funding comes from listhe
underwriters,
teners,
Public
for
Corporation
Broadcasting, and Murray State
University. For more information or to pledge support during
the autumn fundraiser call 800599-4737 or visit wkms.org.

Dr. Doris Clark Sarr, director
of the Adventures in Math and
Science I and II programs at
Murray State University has
been named to
the
national
Osiris
Educational
Collaborative
Board.
OEC
The
was established
in 2(X)7 to provide informato individution
Dr. Sarr
als in the field of
Higher Education. The organization was created to address
the need of unified leadership
amongst professionals of color
throughout the country. OEC
also serves as an information
and research source for individuals interested in pursuing educational equality.
As Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
once stated, "true leaders not
only identify problems but they
also offer solutions." By creating this online community and
facilitating an exchange of
research and ideas the group
hopes to find solutions to the
many problems people of color
face within the field of Higher

WKMS introduces
Friday Night Live .

Knitters and Wannabees will meet Friday
at 1 p.m.in the community room of Callowa%
County Public Library. All knitters are wel.:
come. Bring your own project or the group.
can help you get started on one. Also thi
group will knit hats and scarves for the Santi
Project.
Join the group for an hour or two of[4
and friendship. For more information cag
•
Dot at 753-4803.

Jo's
Datebook

The local chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday aid
11 a.m. at August Moon Restaurant. Jennifei
Wilson, Red Cross assistant director of disastai
and home safety, will be the guest speaker. Ron Hubbard, president;
urges everyone to attend.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Darnall reunion Saturday

The Darnall family reunion will be Saturday at 12 noon at thC
Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck lunch will be served at
noon:

e

FREE

E.]

& Sifts

FALL HARVEST 2009

Open House and Sale-A-5ration
Saturday, September 26th, 2009

4•4•.8.4..4...

One Day Only Sales Event Featuring:
Reg. Price

Item

•:••

Sale Price

Azaleas...all colors
Goldmound Spirea

$19.99

$10,00

;..

$19.99

$10.00

.'.•

Variegated Privet
Butterfly Bush

$19.99

$10.00

$19.99

$10.00

$7.99

$4.00

$24.99

$12.50

$19.99

$10.00

$120.00

$60.00

Summer Perennials
Burning Bush
Crapemyrtle...all colors
Nellie Stevens Holly

American Legion will meet

American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at thl;
Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bet Creek Dr. All wives of Post #7$
members are invited to attend. Christy Dalton, first district pres.'
dent of the American Legion Women's Auxiliary will be present to
explain how to form an Auxiliary and gauge interest. Regular business includes additional signups for MSU football games. All vet'
erans are welcome to attend and for information call Poit,
Commander Amos McCarty at 293-1320 or 761-5709.

IF!

Choose
Your Lip
and
Eye Shades

NARFE luncheon Friday

Work Day on Saturday
A workday at the Matheny, Cumberland, Ferguson Spring
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday. As tl*
work day for May was rained out, those who came decided that
September day would be better. Those with family descendants
buried in these cemeteries are asked to attend and bring tools and
potluck lunch. Donations may be made to Harrison Mitcheson,
15365 Linton Rd., Cadiz, KY 42211.

Crutcher and Barrow Reunion planned
Crutcher and Barrow Reunion will be Saturday from 10 a.m. td
5 p.m. at The Homeplace in the Land Between the Lakes. A potluck
meal and drinks will be served at 1 p.m. For more information call
Elwanda Crutcher Beasley at 1-270-924-5849 or Mary Hildrt
Barrow at 1-270-522-3967.

Den Youth plan meeting
Murray High School The Den Youth Service Center Advisor)
Council will meet Friday at 11:45 a.m. at the school. For more infor.
mation call 753-6565, Janenn Turner, coordinator.

Youth Hunt planned Saturday
A Youth Hunt will be held Saturday at the Twin Lakes Coon CIA
at Hardin. For more information call Grant Black at 437-4850. 1

Fall Mum Sale Saturday
Murray State University's Horticulture Department will have i4
annual fall mum sale Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the Pullet)
farm greenhouses and farm, located at the end of both Hickory anki
Locust Streets.

.•

Group Home accepting donations

Murray Group Home is currently accepting donations of yard
sale items and pumpkins to be sold as a fundraiser. Call 759-42'71
for pick up or you may drop off donated items at the group home:
All money raised will go to the Murray Group Home Girls' ActivieS(
Fund.
•

Blood Drive today
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have ;a
blood drive today (Thursday) from II a.m. to 4 p.m. at St. Johns
Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St., Murray.
•

Murray Woman's Club to meet
Murray Woman's Club will have its first general meeting
2009-2010 club year tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the club hous
Vonnie Hays Adams of the Merryman House will be the gue
speaker. A salad supper will be served with members of the Gardtt
and Zeta Departments as hostesses.

Heart Walk Team plans promotion
Murray Bank's Heart Walk team is selling cookbooks as .441
fundraiser to benefit the American Heart Association. Cookbook
are $10 each and can be purchased at either branch. The cookbodk
is made up of recipes from bank employees and will be on sale until
Oct. 16.
!:
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Upcoming Events at Magnolia Tea Room

•

Murder Mystery Dinner
September 26th • 6:30

Ghost Tour

f

October 17th • 7:00 - 10:00 & 10:00 - 1:00 a.m.

1

Trick or Tea
October 24th • 2:30

• HOURLY GIVEAWAYS • REFRESHMENTS
• FUN FOR ALL

Visit our website or call for details & reservations.

•

Lunch Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

"itt*tacif C.e.,•C/ifilti/Vowel Exer.-Kr"

.306

270-492-6284

Open Mort -Sat 9-5
••••

t

Gilbert Street • Hazel, Kentucky

qt

www.magnoliatearoom.net
vr„
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Experience The Difference!
Paducah,KY - Benton, KY - Murray, KY

PAY NO I
)
*
Jirfro INTEREST
A great way to update your home! Choose an
entire room grouping for one affordable price.

PAYMENTS ONLY
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Catnapper Tanner Dual Reclining
3'Prete
Pad Over Chaise Microfiber Sofa, 'Sectional
Dual Reclining Loveseat With
S22491
Console & Cupholders and Wedge

51K
L, eC
Lane Burgundy Reclining[
Loveseat, Chaise, Wedge and Sectiirfal
2 Armless Chairs
s'*2699
*

Broyhill Attic Heirlooms
Oak Table,4 Antique
Black Side Chairs & 2
Bow Back Arm Chairs

Better
1124/Parreu•
SWood Table,4 Side Chairs
and 1 Bench

Maiding Oak or Antique Nock
China Available For Only $1,999

Matching Sideboard
Available For Only $1,297

3 Piece
Leather
Vational
Matching Melba Chest
Available For Only $622

fur
Dear
Assistaime
Available

111=71:4
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tere
=
six .
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Ashley Sleeper Sofa, Glider
Reclining Loveseat & Wedge
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• minimum pinch**
,up to $2,500 only $25.00 per month. Above $2,500 poymont is $1011111por 11.000 additional or I% of purvhas• tor IS months. Interest ccumulates If not peld off in 11I months. Excludes Value Priced
items, Closeout., Special Selo Items. Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout items Not ell items at all stores. Items similar as shown.
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e-mail: sporteemurrayledger.com

www.murrayledger.com

KENTUCKI
FOOTBALL

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
WEEK S
SCOREBOARD
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Murray at
Trigg Co.

3
e.

An axe to grind

Calloway Co. at
Paducah Tilghman
Owensboro Apollo at
Marshall Co.
Mayfield at
Fulton Co.
Lone Oak at
Grave3 Co.
R'eidland at
Heath
FUlton City at
Ballard Memorial
Caldwell Co. at
Crittenden Co.

Christian Co. at
Madisonville-N. Hop.
Russellville at
Hopkinsville
Bardstown at
Hopkins Co. Central
McLean Co. at
Webster Co.

Toed Co. Central at
Jo Byrns (Tenn.)
Hancock Co. at
Muhlenberg Co.
Ohio Co. at
Owensboro

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CIASS 1A, Dismicr 1

MEM

Mayfield
Crittenden Co.
Fulton City
Ballard Mem.
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
victory over
season-opening
Murray's
In
stop
a
after
troops
his
Defensive coordinator Tony Boone congratulates
in Class 2A
state
the
in
fourth
ranked
and
5-0
are
Tigers
the
later,
Madisonville-North Hopkins on Aug. 22. Five weeks
night.
Friday
as they open a four-game district slate at Trigg County

TIGERS LOOK TO EXPUNGE MEMORIES OF TRIGG LOSSES As DisnacT PLAY OPENS

Daviess Co. at
Henderson Co.

5-0
4-0
1-4
0-4
0-5

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Steve Duncan and his players have had Sept. 25 circled on
their calendars since preseason
workouts began in July.
Friday night's tilt at Trigg
County not only marks the
beginning of district play for
Murray, it also offers the Tigers
a chance to avenge the three
losses handed them by the
Wildcats since realignment in
2007.
None of the three have been
under pleasant circumstances.
Trigg eliminated the Tigers
from the playoffs two years ago
with a 42-15 beating in Cadiz.
Last season, the Wildcats
won by a slimmer margin
17-6 — but were flagged for
unsportsmanlike
numerous
conduct penalties and even had
a player ejected, none of which
sat too well with the Tigers.

cy will be the last thing he'll
have to worry about.
y at Trigg Co.
"They came over and
spanked us pretty good last
Pm
VIMPIVdue Field (Cadiz, Ky.)
year," Duncan said. "I just
aili11101NNOS, 1340 AM
know our players have not forRecords: Murray 5-0 (0-0. 1-2A). Trigg
Co. 1-3 (0-0, 1-2A)
gotten that and they'll be menLast meeting: Trigg Co del Murray
tally ready to go. They've
17-6 at Murray (2008)
seemed very fired up in practice
What Murray needs to win: The
Tigers need to get back on track defenand meetings this week."
sively by shutting down Triggs spread
As if the Wildcats themoffense, a look that troubled them last
selves weren't enough to get
week at Ballard Luckily, the Wildcats.
passing game has struggled
the Tigers' blood flowing.
Offensively. the Tigers must be preFriday's game in Cadiz also
pared for multiple looks both aggresmarks the beginning of a fivesive man and coverage zone defenses
What Trigg needs to win: The
week stretch in which Murray
Wildcats need to carry over momentum
will play four district games.
from their win over Hopkins Central two
The Tigers sit at a perfect 5weeks ago lhe defense has been
strong. but how will rt handle the wish0 and are ranked fourth in the
bone? Trigg needs to establish a passstate in Class 2A, but haven't
ing game. something that hasn't come
along well under a sophomore quarterfaced an opponent the caliber of
back
the Wildcats since their Week 2
This year, Murray enters a win over Calloway County.
Trigg staggered to an 0-3
Trigg game as the favorite for
but built some momentum
start,
realignment.
since
the first time
ago with a dominant
weeks
two
But Duncan knows complacen-

Friday

Air

defensive performance in their
first victory of the season at
County central.
Hopkiilit
It's " reversal of sorts as
the Wifica spent time ranked
in the state polls for the past
two seasons, but graduated a
deep and talented senior class.
With the exception of a season-opening 45-6 loss at Union
City (Tenn.), Trigg's other two
losses have been hotly contested. The Wildcats fell to Graves
County by just two points and
lost to Calloway County by II
after a late interception was
returned for a touchdown.
"I think they're trying to
find out what they're good at,"
Duncan said. "They're changing some things and they've
played some good opponents."
Spread this
Murray's defense surrendered more points against
s See TIGERS, 2B

CLASS 2A, Dismicr 1
rviurray

iirs

Reidland
Caldwell Co.
Heath
Ttigg Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

5-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3

Cuss 2A, DISTRICT 2
Fort Campbell 0-0
Hancock Co. 0-0
dboro Cath. 0-0
Tidd Co. Cent. 0-0

5-0
3-2
1-4
0-5

CLASS 3A, Dismicr 1
Ltiion Co.
McLean Co.
Ppd. Tilghman
‘Afebster Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-3
1-4
1-4
0-5

C_JASS 4A, Dismwr 1
0-0
Lone Oak
Calloway Co. 0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0

5-0
2-3
1-3

CLASS 4A, Dismwr 2
Allen Co.-Scott. 0-0
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
0-0
Russell Co.
0-0
Logan Co.
0-0
Warren East

4-0
3-1
2-2
2-3
1-4

CLASS SA, Dismicr 1
airistian Co.
Owensboro
Mad'yille-N.H.
Ohio Co.
Hopkinsville

1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

3-2
3-1
2-2
0-4
1-3

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1

Ticed

1-0
graves Co.
O'boro Apollo 1-0
0-0
Dayiess Co.
Henderson Co. 0-0
Muhlenberg C0.1-2
Marshall Co. 0-1

3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-4
0-5

B

Lakers, Tornado look to rescue year
SEASON HASN'T GONE
ACCORDING TO PLAN FOR
CALLOWAY, TILGHMAN
By TOMMY DRUIRD
Sports Writer
Calloway County's fifth-week matchup
with Paducah Tilghtnan was supposed to he
a battle of district frontrunners.
Instead, it's a matchup between two
wounded squads struggling to stay afloat.
The Lakers and Blue Tornado were
pegged as two of western Kentucky's
stronger teams coming into the 2(X)9 season.
But it hasn't worked out that way.
Calloway stumbled out to a surprising 02 start without star running hack Tyrrell
Mt See LAKERS, 2B

Friday
Calloway Co. at Paducah Tilghman
When 7.30 p
Where: McRight Field (Paducah Ky )
Radio: WAAJ 89 7 FM
Records: Calloway Co 2-3 (0-0. I -4A) Paducah
Tilghman 1-4 (0-0 1 3A)
Last meeting: Tilghman dof Calloway 41 7 in Murray
(2006)
What Calloway needs to win: Despite their early
struggles the Tornado are loaded with athletes and
Calloway will need a strong effort in the trenches on
both sides of the ball to neutralize Tilghman Calloway
especially needs A banged-up 0-line to step up
What Tilghman needs to win: The Tomaclo needs
a loss would assure they
this game in a had way
finish SOO or below Tilghman needs to put plenty of
pressure on freshman 06 Tyler Greer and take the
Lakers passing game away AC Heath did last week

Wildcats get
one last
chance to
slow Tebow
K LOOKS TO END
22-GAME LOSING
STREAK TO GATORS
By IMLI. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
It'd be so much easier for Ricky
Lumpkin if he could hate Tim
Tebow.
The Kentucky defensive
lineman has been searching for
two years for an excuse to get
mad at Florida's All-Everything
quarterback. Lumpkin's not
picky. Any perceived slight will
do.
Yet heading into Kentucky's
showdown with the top-ranked
Gators (3-0. 1-0 Southeastern
Conference) on Saturday.
Lumpkin is still waiting for
Tebow to do something — anything — to get him riled up.
"He's a good guy, you can't
hate him," Lumpkin said. "You
have to like him as a person and
a player. I respect him. I've
seen what he has done. He can
do everything."
And he does it with a smile.
Lumpkin has found himself
face-to-face with the former
Heisman Trophy winner in the
middle of a pile-up several
times over the last two years, a
place that's usually ground zero
for a little jawing between
opponents.
Except, it seems, when the
opponent is Tebow.
Despite a seeming tidal
wave of accolades most players
never dream of, success apparently hasn't gone to Tebow's
head.
"It's .ilis_t _weird because he
just dolnn sar anything,"
d. "ricion't know
Lumpki
it. He doesn't talk
how he
trash. He tells you 'Good job,
good hit and gets up and walks
back to the huddle."
Don't mistake Lumpkin's
lack of bile toward Tebow as a
lack of competitiveness. He'd
love nothing more than to end
Kentucky's 22-game losing
streak to the Gators, the second
longest winning streak by one
opponent over another in the
country.
"1 think it is easier as a
defensive lineman when a quarterback is talking trash because
you're like 'OK, let's go,"
Lumpkin said. "But at the same
time you still want to get him."
Wanting to get Tebow and
actually doing it, however, are
two entirely different things.
The Wildcats (2-0) have
played quarterbacks who are
faster.
They've played quarterbacks
with better arms. They haven't
played anybody, however, like
Tebow.
He's dominated the Wildcats
during his two starts against
them, throwing for four scores
at
win
shootout
a
in
Commonwealth Stadium two
years ago and added four more
scores — two rushing, two
passing — in a 63-5 rout at the
Swamp last year.
"He has a strong desire and
he wills his teammates to win,"
said Kentucky defensive coordinator Steve Brown. "He's a
phenomenal leader."
Though Tebow appeared to
be bottled up at times during a
physical win 23-13 win over
Tennessee last week. Brown
isn't ready to say the blueprint
on how to slow Tehow down
has finally been established.
Tebow was held to 191 yards of
total offense and fumbled deep
in Tennessee territory in the
fourth quarter.
where sonic saw
Yet
progress. Brown saw the scoreboard.
"When you still give up
those points, it's not necessarily
keeping him in check," Brown

e
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Saturday
Florida at Kentucky
TOMMY DULLARD Ledger P. Times
during the first half of
stop
defensive
a
celebrates
(left)
Austin Hargrove
junior lineman Justin
as
week
last
Heath
over
win
18-14
Calloway County's
straight at Tilghman.
two
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Lakers
The
Downs looks on.

When. 5 m
Where: Commonwealth Stadium
TV: F SPN2
Radio: WC& 99 1 FM
Records: Florida 3-0 (1-0. SEC).
Kentucky 2-0 (0-0 SEC)
Streak: Florida has won 22 consecutive
games over Kentucky
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said. "Even when he's not picture perfect they make plays
axildthat's why they're such a
good team."
Relying on Tebow so heavilk against the Volunteers wasn't
exactly in the gameplan But
vl'ith several of its top offensive
players slowed by illness,
Tehow seemed to take it upon
hiMself to take over.
: "That's our crutch, the Tim
iellow show," said Florida
coach Urban Meyer. "I'd rather
not do that, pound and pound
414 pound him."
If there's one quarterback in
the:•country that can take it,
however, it's the 6-foot-3, 245pounder who has become an
icon during his three-plus seasoils in Gainesville.
I knew he was big, but you
sktItially see him and see the
itie of his legs and how big he
.
iO4Fi top, you're like 'This is a
It quarterback,— Lumpkin
kiJ."You're not used to seeing
... dude is huge."
.•;:rebow has been hailed as an
kisivator by some, but to
kriqiucky coach Rich Brooks,
l'etr
.Ow is a throwback to the
single-wing quarterbacks that
populated the game a half-century ago.
"He can kill you with his
arm, he can kill you with his
leg
Brooks said. "He is
extremely unique."
'Being able to hang with
Tebow on the field is perhaps
even more rare. It's something
Kentucky
defensive
end
DeQuin Evans has thought
about since signing with the
Wildcats last spring as a junior
transfer
college
California.
I've been dreaming about
sacking Tebow on ESPN in
front of everybody in the
nation," he said. "I want(everybody)to see what the Kentucky
defense can bring to the board.
Thai's what we're preparing
lot of other teams have
hifthe same dream.
;.:There's no secret formula on
tiôsQ to make it come true,
Etip.tivn said. His advice to his
p,tgjers on Saturday will be
•-'Hold on for: dear life,"
Brown said. "Grow nails, grab
claws and just pray like the
heck the troops are coming."

Astros delay Cards' party with shutout
ST. LOUIS' MAGIC
NUMBER SITTING
AT ONE
ay CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals missed their
first chance to win the NL
Central. Now, they can clinch it
on Thursday without even stepping on the diamond.
Houston rookie Bud Norris
shut out St. Louis for the second time and the Astros delayed
the Cardinals' division championship celebration for at least
another day with a 3-0 win on
Wednesday night.

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander, CLTC

The magic number for St.
Louis dropped to one when the
Cubs lost in Milwaukee before
this game ended. But Norris (63) pitched six shutout innings
and Jose Valverde tossed a
scoreless ninth for his 24th
save.
"They are one win away
from clinching this thing, but
we definitely wanted to give
them a fight," Norris said. "I
think we did."
The Astros ended the fourth
and sixth innings with double
plays as the Cardinals continued to have problems with
Norris.
The right-hander won his
major league debut in St. Louis
on Aug. 2, allowing two hits in

seven shutout innings.
St. Louis can clinch from its
hotel in Colorado on Thursday,
a day off, if the Cubs lose the
opener of a weekend series in
San Francisco.
The Cardinals had 25 cases
of champagne waiting in the
visiting clubhouse at Minute
Maid Park and the unopened
bottles will travel with the team
to Denver.
St. Louis manager Tony La
would've
Russa
rather
uncorked them in Houston.
"We had a chance to have a
perfect night," he said. "When
you don't do it, it's disappointing."
The Cardinals open a series
against the Rockies on Friday.

up, they're not 1-4 and people
aren't wondering how good they
are," McKee! said. "'They've got
the talent and the coaching to get
it done."
Banged-up brutes
The Lakers' pieced-together
offensive line was partially to
blame for their lack of production against Heath last week.
Starting guards Logan Burks
and Kyle Crittendon were withheld from the offense, though
both played on defense.
Burks should be back this
week, but with his return comes
the potential loss of starting
tackle Nick Cahoon, who has
been battling a back injury.
"He played both ways Friday
night, but on Monday he could
hardly get out of bed," McKeel
said. "With back muscles, you
just never know. One day they
might be locked up, the next
they might be loose."
Willis, who was nursing a
groin injury against Heath,
should be closer to full steam
this week. Though he has carried for 100-plus yards in each
of his three games, Willis hasn't
been able to dominate a game as
he did so many times as a junior.
"He was definitely hampered," McKee! said. "I think if
you watched him in the past and
watched him Friday, you could
tell he didn't have that step, that
explosiveness."
A WNW at a good Ow
The Lakers managed just one
offensive score against Heath

and it came thanks to a new
quads
formation
McKeel
installed.
The Pirates hadn't seen the
look on tape and were caught off
guard.
With an offense that has
struggled to produce at times
this season, McKeel says playing mindgames with defenses
has become more important.
"We're going to have to find
wrinkles that give us advantages," he said. "It's hard to
adjust to something you haven't
seen and we've got to try to stay
one step ahead of the defense."
The Lakers have experimented with the wing-T offense, a
look that Graves County used to
exploit Tilghman in a 26-21 win
on Sept. 11.
Tames bealkiss
Tilghman has been hurt by
the defections of three starters,
two of which were offensive
linemen — Kirk Sanderson, a
four-year starter on the offensive
line, John Mem, a 275-pound
starter at right tackle and linebacker Jim Hank, according to
published reports.
Media speculation says a disconnect between second-year
head coach Randy Wyatt and his
players could be to blame for the
Tornado's poor early showing.
Wyatt could not be rob:SW
for comment.
Tilghman's losses have come
against a down Hopkinsville
team, Graves County, Mayfield
and Class 2A No. 1 Fort
Campbell last week.
McKeel claims the Tornado's
lack of success only makes them
more dangerous.
"The No. 1 thing that stands
out when you watch them on
film is the athletes they have,"
he said. "They're athletic at
every position, all the way from
the defensive line to free safety.
Offensively, they have a lot of
weapons.
"They're a good football
team even though their record
doesn't show it. Everyone looks
at the Fort Campbell game right
now, but you can't judge anything off that."
Much of Tilgtunan's on-thefield problems can be traced to
penalties and mistakes.
Against Graves County, the
Tornado had a potentially gamewinning drive stalled by personal foul and delay of game penalties.
Rfausocalde atassat
McKeel has never forgotten
Calloway's first-ever victory
over Tilghman — a 36-26 win
when he was a senior in 1996.
He still keeps a clipping from
the Ledger & Times to commemorate the occasion.
"We felt like we had leveled
the playing field," he reminisced. "They, along with
Hopkinsville, were always the
teams to beat in our district.
They were the teams we were
trying to get to the level of."
Tilghman and Calloway
haven't met since the districts
were realigned prior to the 2007
season. Tilghman won the last
meeting 41-7.

FARM SiliaLAU INSURANCE
1702 Hwy 111 North Bypass • Murray, KV
quart •Iexanderwityfbina corn
753-4703

HOME• AUTO • LIFE
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Lakers
From Page 1B
Willis. Then, just when the
pieces began to fall in place, the
Lakers were bit by the injury
bug and barely escaped Heath's
upset bid on Homecoming last
week.
illgiunan's situation is perhaps more dire. Internal strife
plagued the once-proud program
for the second straight season as
three key players left the team in
the wake of a Sept. 4 loss to
rival Mayfield.
But for one squad, Friday's
game at McRight Field could
have a cleansing effect — a signature victory prior to the opening of district play.
For the other, salvaging a
winning season will become a
nearly monumental task.
"It's a big deal for momentum," Calloway coach Josh
McKeel said."We actually started to get in rhythm a little bit,
then here comes the injuries. We
definitely didn't take a step forward (against Heath)."
A victory over Tilghman
would almost assure Calloway
of entering its Oct. 9 district
opener against Lone Oak with a
winning record.
At 1-4, that chance doesn't
exist for the Tornado,but despite
their lack of success thus far,
Tilghman could still be considered a favorite to win a weak 1st
District in Class 3A.
"Even though they've made
some mistakes that have cost
them, if they get those cleaned

MS 290 STIHL FARM BOSS*

5

16" bar

Every serious wgxlcut ter
needs a STIHL FARM ROSS"

Olior valid Ite04.
'1 .1t,t119 At pad ocvating dealms while
supple.. sat ftee chair krici correspond,wilt, toe lishatr
ohm!, saWcturChaseni

•ter"4. REAL MEN WEAR CHAPS. GET STIHL PROTECTED
GREAT

VALUE
Tar
MS 170 CHAIN SAW
$
weat for quickly cleaning
hard-to-reaC.h places

Murray Ledger & Times

MI$ 210 CHAIN SAW

7994
6
bar
Makes quick work of
firewood cutting

Designed for occasional
wood-, itting tasks

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.net
Available at participating deaiets, white supplies Its ; 2009 ST 011 tif.SY 1241 8/361 II

Powerful solutions start at

STIHLdealers.com

American League
At A Glance
All limes CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W L Pct GS
97 56.634
—
y-New York
8
90 61 596
Boston
78 74 51318 1/2
Tampa Bay
69 83.46427 1/2
Toronto
Baltimore
80 92.39538 1/2
Central DivIsion
W L Pct GB
—
Detroit
81 70.538
79 73.520 2 1/2
Mlmesote
73 80.477
9
Chicago
Kansais City
63 80.414181/2
20
Clevetend
61 90.404
West Division
W L Pet OS
Los Ameba
90 62.592
83 66.550 6 1/2
Texas
11
79 73.520
Seattle
72 80.474
18
Oakland
y-clindied playoff berth
Wednesday's Games
N.Y. Yankees 3, L.A. Angels 2
Detroit 11, Cleveland 3
Toicnlo 7, Beatings 3
Tempi Bay 5. Swage 4
Boston 9, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 8, Chicago White Sox 8
Texas 9, Oskiend 8
Thursday's Genies
Texas(Feldman 17-5) at Oakland
(Bis.Anderson 10-10), 2:35 pm.
Detroit (Verlander 16-9) at Cleveland
(C.Cernisco 0-2),(5:08 p.m.
SeatIM (F.Hemandez 18-5) at Toronto
(R.Ilumero 124),0:07 p.m.
Boston (Buchholz 6-3) at Kensas City
(Lwow 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
Prlday's 06011tre
Baltimore (Da.Hernandez 4-8) at
Cleveland (Carrnona 3-12), 6:05 p.m.
Boston (Lester 14-7) at N.Y. Yankee.
(Chamberlein 54),6:06 p.m.
t3eaMM (Aster 2-3)at lbronto (Holladay
15-10), 6:07 p.m.
Tampa Bay (J.Stwielde 10-11) at Texas
(Holland 7-12). 7-06 p.m.
Minnesota (Pavan° 12-11) at Kansas
City(Ted'4-1), 7:10 p.m.
Detroit (N.Robertedi 2-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Garde 2-3), 7:11 p.m
Oakland (0,Gonzalez 5-8) at L.A.
Angels(Jor.Weaver 15-7), 9:05 p.m.

•
tri

.•
National Unigus
At A Glance
All Times COT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W L Pct GB ;
—
88 83 583
Philadelphia
82 70.539 81/2"
Atlanta
7
82 71 536
Florida
24
65 88.425
New York
36
52 99.344
Washington
Central Division
W LPct cos
—
89 64.582
St. Louis
10
78 73.517
Chicago
75 77.49313 1/2
Milwaukee
71 81.487171/a
Cincinnati
71 81 48717 1/2 .
Houston
56 94.373311/2 •
Pittsburgh
West Division
W L Pct GB
-91 61.599
Los Angeles
5
86 66.566
Colorado
9
82 70.539
San Francisco
70 83.45821 lig
San Diego
86 87 43125 1/2
Arizona

Wednseday's Games
Cincinnati 12, Pittsburgh 2
Washington 5, L.A. Dodgers 4
Atlanta 5, N.Y. Meta 2
Florida 7, Philadelphia 8
Mawaukee 3, Chicago Cubs 2
Houston 3, St. Louis 0
San Diego 6, Colorado 3
San Francisco 5, Arizona 2
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Arroyo 13-13) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 4-8), 11.35 a.m.
L.A. Dodgers (V.Pedille 3-0) at
Washington (J.Martin 5-4), 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Happ 10-4) at Milwaukee
(Suppen 7-10), 7:05 p.m.
San Diego (CI.Richard 4-2) at Colorsicki
(Hammel 9-8), 7:40 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(Dempster 10-8) at San
Francisco (Penny 3-1). 9:15 p.m_
Frlday's Games
Atlanta (J.Vazquez 14-9) at Washington
(Lerman 9-12), 6:05 p.m_
•
L.A. Dodgers (Garland 11-11) at
Pittsburgh (Maholin 8-9), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mats(Redding 3-6) at Florida •
(Nolasco 12-9), 6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Maloney 1-4) at Houston
(Moehler 8-10), 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (CI.Lee 7-2) at Milwaukee.
(M.Parra 10-10), 7:05 p.m.
St. Louis (C.Carpenter 16-4) at
•
Gators&(Cook 10-6), 7:10 p.m.
San Diego (Correia 11-10) at Arizona :
(Scherzer 0-10), 8:40 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 8-8) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 14-8), 9:15 p.m.

•Tigers

2009 LAKEN Suns
Calloway
Opponents

17
15

35 13 21 • 86
72 37 40 184

TEAM STATISTICS
CCHS
OPP
64
66
First Downs
157-587 164-1047
Rushes-Yards
897
581
Passing Yards
54-106-5 32-87-4
Comp-Att-Int
1628
1284
Total Yards
19-5
10-5
Fumbles-Lost
37-296
Penalties-Yards 41-358
•••

IsiOrnDuAL STATISTICS
WilliS 65-367 STD,
—
Hargrove 15-129 TD, Treadway 1488. Greer 36-55, Seely 5-20 Friedrich
14 Heppe 1-2
PASSING
- Greer 42-80-4 595 210,
Biirkeen 12-25-1 101 Willis 0-3-00
RecErviNci
Seay 15-201, Starks 10193 TO Willis 7-113, Hargrove 3-94
TO Heppe 10-47. Arnold 2-21. Cowen
2-15 Kelly 1-1-51
RuSHING

From Page 1B
Ballard Memorial last week
(40)than it has in its four previous games combined (32).
After allowing just 12 points
through the first three games of
the season, the Tiger defensive
unit has now given up 20 and
40 in consecutive weeks.
Cause for concern? Not so
much, says Duncan.
The second-year coach
shouldered the blame for last
week's forgettable performance, saying he didn't spend
enough time preparing the unit
for Ballard's spread scheme.
A high ankle sprain that
forced star linebacker Demoree
Fields to the bench didn't aid
the Tigers' cause, either.
"We prepared hard, but we
didn't prepare the way we've
prepared for spread teams
before," Duncan said. "We
were trying to mix it up, trying
to prepare for multiple looks
they might throw at us. That's
completely my fault, not theirs.
"...When you have a kid the
caliber of Demoree and he's not
on the field, you can't replace
him. He's a senior and a great
football player."
Fields will sit out again this
week and will likely miss next
week's Homecoming game
against Reidland ahead of a target return date of Oct. 16.
In other injury news, quarterback Kendall Deese will
return this week and should
split time at the position with
Christian Duncan.
The Tiger defense will get a
chance to redeem themselves
against the spread this week.
"I know they're licking their
chops after watching what
Ballard did to us," Duncan said.
"All week long we'll be working on taking care of our defensive responsibilities."
Schwalmo, schoenes
Trigg County has long been
known for an unusual breakbut-don't-bend defense that
employs man coverage and
heavy blitzing.
The Wildcats have gotten
away from that look this season, however, playing almost
exclusively zone in a 6-0
shutout of Hopkins Central two
weeks ago.
"It's probably the first time
in 10 years we've used a full
zone coverage." coach Shannon
Burcham told the Cadiz
Record.
This week could mark a
return to normalcy, however.

Trigg's attacking defense gaYe
Murray fits last season, holding
the Tigers to just 70 yards .of
offense and forcing Duncan
abandon the wishbone for. a
spread look in the second half.
No matter how they play it,
Trigg's defense has overcoinpensated for an offense that has
struggled to produce thus far
this season.
The passing game has struggled mightily thus far under
quarterback
sophomore
Andrew Stewart, but the
Wildcats shut out Hopkins
Central and allowed Graves
County just 10 points in a Week
2 loss.
"They really get after it On
Duncan
said.
defense,"
"They're very aggressive and
they bring it on blitzes. That's
what they do, and they're good
at it."
Deese heather up
After failing to reach the
100-yard mark in either 'of
Murray's first two games, jenior power back Matt Deese,is
heating up.
He barely eclipsed the century-mark in Week 3 at Fulton
City, but broke through for 176
against Fulton County in Week
4.
Deese carried for a whopping 253 yards at Ballard last
week.
"I've been trying coac!
to et
es
through to college
about him," Duncan said..:"I
don't think they believe 11F's
really 225 pounds and thiit's
because he makes very g4od
cuts and he shakes tackles. He
can beat people deep, too, ind
he's only getting faster."
2009 TIGER STATS
Murray
97 63 40 54
2511
Opponents 14 32 0 28— 72
TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
OPP
First Downs
82
81
Rushes-Yards 198-1621 154-759
Passing Yards
247
426
Comp-Att-Int
9-15-0 47-953
Total Yards
1888
1184
Fumbles-Lost
6-2
21-13
Penalties-Yards 37-256
22-106
•••

INDIVICAmi STATTsTICS
— M Deese 54641

7T0,
Wicks 62-576 1010. Buck 20-130
2TD. D Fields 19-117 TD. Duncan 1353, Davis 10-52, Lemus 5-51, Melton
1-23 TD Heskeft 4-22 TD, B Fields
17, Williams 1-2 TO. K Deese 6-2 TO,
Smith 1-0
PASS/40 - - K Deese 5-8-0 174 310, M.
Deese 1-1055 TO Duncan 3-8-0 18
TD
Remy's° — Langlord 5-171 4713.
Smith 2 56 TO, Wicks 1-15, M Deese
1-5
RIMING
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LEGAL NOTICE
, In accordance with Chapter 68 and 424 ofthe Kentucky Revised Statutes the following information and supporting data may be lnap.ct.d by the general pubhc at

1 at San

Address
1434 Billy Paschall Road-Murray, KY 42071
94 Alex Fork Road - Murray, KY 42071
268 Short Road - Almo, KY 42020
312 Main Street - Murray, KY 42071
164 McDougal Drive - Murray, KY 42071
4970 Pottertown Road - Murray, KY 42071
439 Workman Road - Murray, KY 42071
Courthouse - Murray, KY 42071

Beginning Cash on

Extension District Taxes
• State Money
Transfer from Reserve
UK Reimbursement

$215,162.85
$0
$0
$2,437.00

$10,322.58
$227,922.43

Os
Expenditures.
Salaries
Agents Travel
Office Operations/Maintenance
Building Payments

p.m.

$7,600.00
$237,149.19

Total Expenditures

$86,1515.03

Ending Balance, 6-30-09

ANTIOUER Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

I. the undersigned, Treasurer of Calloway County District Cooperative
Extension Education Fund, hereby certify that the above is • true and correct
record of the accounts of the Calloway County District Cooperative Extension
Education Fund, Murray. Kentucky, as of June 30, 2009.

•(

f

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the foregoing Afflant Tiny Page, Treasurer,
•
this 16th day of September 2009. My commission empires: Seat 211, 3009.

..
Jeannie K. Garrison
Notary Public, State of Kentucky at large

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach

812

he centuit Fulton
h for 176
in Week
a whop!lard last

Mini Storage

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or II no answer call 1270-437-4531.

Whitnell Ave.

Saturday, September 26th at 8:00am
Units A-21, B-70, B-98, C-19, E-34, CA-10.

las strugar under
trterbank
but the
Hopkins
Graves
n a Week

up
each the
tither 'of
nes, junDeese,is

Truer

MEDICAL Hoveround
chair model MPV4, like
new, with like new batteries, Easy to handle
& transport $450
(270) 853-3741

5, 38 Special- Kansas
trckets. 2nd row, floor.
285 each. 270-658'3875.
NOTICE
• Advertisers are
,,requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
'error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
fteponsible for only
"On.Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediatie,ty so corrections can

be made.

Miff TOMY

(270)348-4413

LOST: BLACK lab.
answers to Max. Lost
In Highland/ Hwy 1346
area. 227-0404.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
webpage at

to jobnetwott _corn.
By default,

and local).*
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
Murray

eye

tbilt's
!ry gOod
:kles. lie
too, ind
•"
1d

OTR drivers needed.
2yr5. minimum exp.
270-759-8100 or
270-293-3205.
Real
PADUCAH
Estate
96hr licensing class
begins 9-28. Days or
nights 10-1 Late registration up to Oct 31.
card
Debit/credit
accepted, Ezy payment plan. 270-2230789.
deloiseadams0 yahoo
.corn
PECO Products hiring
all positions send
resume to infoOpecoproducts.com. PO Box
363, Murray.

on our classifieds

you will be redirected

set

, to
ies
coac,
said..: '1

website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork

corn

F
F
A
T
S
AccountanVCPA- successful CPA firm offering competitive salary.
4 day work week. 2yrs.
accounting
public
experience and BS in
accounting required.
Email resume confito.
dentially
Julie0sacora,com

Are you outgoing arid customer-focused? Do
you enjoy working with the public? If you
answered yes to these questions, working for a
future State Farm Agent may be the career for
you! You will receive the necessary training
needed to pursue this opportunity.

21-13
22 168

7TD,
k 20-136

541

uncan 13,1. Melton
Fields 2
*6-2 TO
4 3T0 14.4

I 3-8-0 18
71 STD
M Deese

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

Skills/Abilities: Self motivated, ability to work in
a team environment, ability to multi-task, ability
to make presentations to potential clients,
achieve mutually agreed upon marketing goals.

DIR

Send resume to: P.O. Box 1040-C
Murray, KY 42071.

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tichvell

753-9075
270 227-2193

El=
LARGE
SELECTION
11%1FD APPLIANt t

PRN Nurse Aide. Must be willing to work all
shifts and enjoy working with elderly.
Experience preferred, but not required. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace of Murray. 1505
Stadium View. EOE

WARD 1.1 KIN')
Ham For Runt

(270) 153-1113

2BR, 1 bath 5 miles
Murray.
of
north
(270)752-0461.

Rraishbas
GREEN & maroon
striped sofa & chair,
$300. 436-2346 call
after 4:30.
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

us if you have any

2BR, 1BA, appliances,
H&A, 10 minutes east
of Murray. $400 plus
deposit. 227-2335
LARGE 3BR $295.
753-6012.

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109

job listings. Thank you

REGISTERED small
Maltese and Poodles.
270-489-2761, 270519-4472.

Pros
Far Ilais

4219

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.

264 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR House, 1-1/2
blocks from university.
$425. 753-5992
NEWLY REMODELED
3/48R. IBA,
$675/mo. 978-0742

R

irsp RIM*

2 BR, 1 BA, open
room,
kitchen/living
clean, $450 mo. plus
security with 1yr lease.
270-227-4037.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

5+ commercial acres
next to Weimar( on
641. 7533949.
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Appx. 1,500 sq.ft. 9780402
-9rep.fo
Commercail building
for sale or lease. High
traffic. Great visibility.
978-0402.
COMMERCIAL building, 30x40, C/H/A, low
utility bill, water &
included.
sanation
753-6108, 753-3258.

AFFORDABLE childcare. 270-293-9794_

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

r
'1W

To,Dr • My,KY 42071
ARE
HOLIDAY'S
YOU
DO
NEAR?
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-2935806

-753-8556
27
roe t1S$445-1133 Ext 2113
0111 *1011Th FREE RENT WITH I YEAR 11,EASF
(Aer and lleo Redn,fart Aptartmrrir,
Central Heat Air
- ACCEPTING APPLICATIO,VS
•
4
"•

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer. trash,
electric included.
$550/mo.(270)4928211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696. 2934600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440 +
deposit (270)9780913

HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4.25ea. 293-3805.

III M I
,

II \ I It!

II

1:1;

i

, 1.4

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
Alfalfa,
times.
all
mixes, grass, grass
mixes_ Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein,
TDN. Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00pm
KELLY FARMS
For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2.00 a bale
Square & round •
bales, horse quality.:
Cell: 293-6755 NIglits: 753-8897.
:Ns*

AKC Dachshund puppies, black and tan,
short hair, female, first
shots & wormed.
$165. 731-247-3727.
AKC Huskies, $400.
270-226-9507
DOG Obedience.
(270)438-2858.

2BR Duplex. C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.(270)7530259

apt,
DOWNSTAIRS
1Br,1Ba. w/d, refrigerator. stove. Lease
S.
208
required
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418.

(2) good riding Quarter
293-2161
horses.
759-1642.
Farm gates & corral
panels for sale. 7671003, 606-669-2274.

1440 sq ft. bldg to
lease. Great location
has gas heat. 9780402
4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For MODS
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at Sl3G Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.

GET INTO

lit

THE GAME
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
- 4 p.m. M-F
9a
m....A
\111\
\MI

`ts

II Subscribe for all your hometown football action!

LEER&TIMES
Homo Delivery
Local Mail
iCsilmmy)
3m..--MAO
sea
3
--MOO
6550, -.AIM*
----WM
1 yr.--URSA 6*..
1 yr. --$1111.1111

\
I 11.t

I

www.murraykyapartments.com

DO you Wye working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PtA.
No phone calls.

1.263 Bedroom 7530606
1BR, $350/mo, pets
allowed with
$100/ deposit, all
appliances i-W&D,
16198 Chris Dr. 753-

3BR, 3I3a, duplex, all
appliances, trash pickup, $650/ mo +
270-293deposit.
6788.

questions regarding
the Murray area

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-804.648-6056

Background, drug screen, and credit check will
be required.

are placed through

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sourcas reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
risk.
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
8
Ledger
Murray
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

re Inta
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

,'f)".i Yc i

the Murray Ledger

THE County Attorney's
office will be relocating
at 304 N. 5th St. Will
be closed FridayMonday. Will reopen
for business Tuesday

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

& Times Please call

OPP
81
154-759
425
47-95-3
1164

Slurtley

Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come b.y and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

81111111h
reftfORMINC
FRWAY, 9111 AT
71It
(Au ro minute YOUR

murrayledgetcom,

4 - 254
-- 72

ThFridrf

You will be hired by a temp agency for a period
of up to 90 days to satisfactorily complete the
training and licensing. Once the licensing and
training is complete, you may be considered for
, permanent employment with a State Farm
Agent.

Tiny Page, Treasurer
Callaway County District Cooperative Extension Education Fund
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Agent Service Rep
AB Lounge chair, like
new, been used 4
times. $325 value. Will
take $100. 489-2154.

$153,99926

Capital Improvement Reserve

krizona

nse gave
, holding
yards of
tuncan Io
le for: a
ind half.
y play it.
wercolnthat tias
thus far

Tiosdri

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
• 3.35 extra for Smart Sauer (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

$63,076.98
$0

ilwaukee

at San
15 pm.

Sort Star

$88,276.00
818,711.72
659,484.49

Tramsfer to Reserve
Capital Improvements

'Poston

Mondry

/43.50 Column Inch, eff:, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Al! .3 Ads Must Run Within b Dow Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Tobacco 6 Supplies

lo airy

$95,741.79

Hand, 7-1-08

Total Receipts

tricks

DEADLINES

)`.

1

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Receipts

Miscellaneous

at

I )1

Fro* Column

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3656

Calloway County Extension Office, 310 South Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky,on
29, 2009 between the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.

SUMMARY FINANCIAL ifrAncianrr FOR FISCAL PBRIOD1-1.011 TO 5-30.09

Coloracki

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lob For Saks
Lots For R•111
Forms For Saki
Acroopo
Hornet For SAN
Motorcycles A ATV $
Auto Parts
Sport Witty Vanities
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Crows
Boats & Motors
Sorriest Offered

IMMEDIATE OPENING

September

Board Members: Name
Mark Paschall
Chairman
Jim Rudolph
Vice Chairman
Connie Talent
Secretary
Tony Page
Treasurer
Judy Overbey
Members:
Robert deurin
Linda Workman
County Judge
Larry Elkins
Executive

5 p.m.
avaukee

430
436
440
445
450
456
400
470
440
445
490
495
500
515
523
530
540
570

110600

Calloway County Extension District Beard

ltsburgh

CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,...Vs1116

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipollent
Sports Equipmeni
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Nome Lots For Sale
Mobile Noma For Sole
Mobile Norms For Sent
Mobile Horns Lots For Rent
Illusinses Fienleis
Aperbnents For Rant
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Flail
Stomps Flowdsis
Carownercisi Property
Peat Supplies
Llysotock II Suppe*.
Publk Sale
Land For Pent or Limes

Can the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley hialsis
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-500 p.m.• Faaa 79061927

1351
2
10
7
313 1/2
717 1/2
717 1/2 .
331 1/2 •

GO
:t
--""
9
6
5
9
9
621 1/2
125 1/2

150
196
200
210
220
200
270

Legal Notice
Nadas
Personals
Nnerielal
Ilecatwolis
LON MS Pound
Nelp Waited
hefts Watited
0Mainlis Mildew.
&rinses Opportunity
Illaalresdes
Cempuriars
Appliance Paris
Wird To Soy
Alleles For Nis
App/kietoaa
Nome Pvidahings
Aroliquos
LIM GOMM

Rest el KY/TN

Al Other Moil

Wormer aswim.)

Subscriptions
3..,--VOA 3550,..-.-$75.110
6 osa.--41111.66 6
I yr.--$1,1111/11 I yr.--.-$10.06
J&I, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. &
18X10 $25 1005 SAII
12701436-2524
(2701293-6906

I Check

Money Order

View

M/C

Name
St.
I

City
Zip

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1 1 State_.Di

me Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
1
1
I.

Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 762-19I8

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Thursday, September 24, 2009

111111L.

Murray Ledger & Times

Sale

Public Sib

[muds

For leis
3 acre

i I Si-Ai:/,..11rn-ff rob!I
/,;14104,11-Ti
Friday, September 25th 2009 a 6:00 PM
,

The Maxey Family Property
1612 & 1614 West Main Street, Murray, KY

a.

1.67,ACRE LOTON A LUXURY
ATERFRONTVOMMUNITY!
LOGAT111
LAKE v:A1[HI 17(Th1 (),
NitJ1,1P4

k

tis

'I '

"' .2.

r Location: Lot # 1210w Lane, Murray, KY
(WESTERN SHORES COMMUNITY)!
From Aurora, KY: Take KY 800.8 Miles To KY 94. Take KY 94 East To KY 1346/Highland Rd. And Follow 0.3 Miles To Ky. 1346/liberty Rd. Proceed On 1346/Liberty Rd,
1.4 Miles To Kirk Ridge Rd. Follow Kirk Ridge Rd. 3.3 Mlles To Haynes Cemetery Rd,
Contirrs On Haynes Cemetery Rd. And Make A Left On Tow Lane. Proceed To Auction
Site. Stine Posted,
BEAL ESTATE: A Magnificent 1.67 Acre Waterfront Lot Featuring +1-400 Ft. Of
Shoreline, Underground Utilities, Blacktop Access & Dock Can Be Pie* On Property.
Auction Hee On Seel REAL ESTATE WILL SELL ATM NI REGIAROUSS OF ME
REAL ESTATE MIK 15% Doan Day Of Sais
Sainte In 30 Days A 10% 13us Pnalium WI
Be Added To Fnal Bock And Included In The
Contract Pria•

This property is located less than one block from the MSU campus.
1612 Real Property: 2 bedroom, 2 bath, brick home, large living
room, bonus room, utility room, eat-in kitchen. 2 car garage, central heat and air, cedar lined closets.

O0-BROKER;,
Dream World
- Prowess,Amy DeFew. Agent

II 111111S "I':I'(111.)\
EL
- 11

1614 Real Property: 4 bedroom, 2 bath apartment building.
Real Estate offered separate and in combination. Any house built
prior to 1978 may contain lead based paint and lead based paint

1,1

, • SI It 1 :SI I a ; I `••

hazards. Make your inspections prior to auction as a post inspection waiver will be a part of the sales contract. Terms: 15% down

ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
September 26, 10:00 a.m.
1170 Radio Road,Almo, Kentucky
Restaurant Store And Equipment

of purchase price day of auction balance in 30 days. Not responsible for accidents. Watch up coming ads for personal property listing.

For more information and your entire auction needs contact:
l

,11 \

Him,

2-11 4

mid
11.1i it 11 114
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lit Ii list 11.111 l',1.11‘i I .11111 \
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From Murray take 641 north to Radio Road
andfollow to auction.
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"
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For more information and
your entire auction needs contact:
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ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
September 26, 1:00 p.m.
520 Midway Road, Murray, Kentucky
From Murray take 641 South to Midway Road
andfollow to auction site.

2-d-435-4144
2-11-1.;3-4-1211
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Wird Sole

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Mr. & Mrs. Smith Moved To This Location In 1945..
Beautiful Library Table • Curved Glass Oak
China Cabinet • Unique Oak Curio Cabinet •
Beautiful Mahogany 3 Door Curio Cabinet •
Antique Eastlake Marble Top Chest - Antique
Dresser w/Wishbone Mirror, Marble Inlay Top •
Wash Stand • Rockers • 3 Piece Queen Size
Oak Bedroom Suite • 4 Piece Cherry Bedroom
Suite• Roll Top Desk •Primitive Style Table w/4
Chairs•Grandfather Clock - Bamboo Den SetWing Back Chairs • Side Chairs • Square Top
Antique Table - Octagon Sofa Table • Oak End
Tables • Dining Table w/6 Chairs w/China
Cabinet - Oak Kitchen Table w16 Chairs • Oak
Ladder Back Chairs • Lift Chair • Ornamental
Iron Set • Roll Top Desk • Nippon Chocolate
Set- Huge Doll Collection • Lots of Figurines Ducks, Chickens, Etc.. Miniature Collections Depression Era Glass • Pressed Glass • Neal
Holland Prints• Parlor, Banquet, Gone With The
Wind Style Lamps • Iron Kettles • Crockery.
Large Set of China, Enough For 30• Washer,
Dryer• Kitchen Misc• Old Gum Ball Machine •
Coffee Mills • Cookie Jars • Christmas
Decorations• Milk Bowl & Pitcher Sets• Lots Of
Old Quilts • Linens • Presidential Pin Collection
• Clean Air Machines • Vacuums • TV • Yard
Furniture • Dinner Bell And More!!
OVER 200 PIECES OF "PANEL GRAPE"
MILK GLASS - UNBELIEVABLE!!
From Mr. Dolma's Wood Working Shop
Large Amount Of Old Cherry & Walnut Lumber,
Excellent Condition • 12" Radial Arm Saw • 12"
Planer Molder • 6" Band Saw • Heavy Duty 5
Speed Drill • 4" Precision Joiner • Metal Band
Saw • 3 Band Saw Sharpeners Tools • Work
Table • Vise • Large Craftsman Tool Box •Tooth
Set Machine • Routers • 10" Table Saw • 5"x 3'
Stock Lathe • Turning Tools • Jacks • Hand
Tools • Hand Wood Working Tools • Large Bolt
Selection And Much More..
A Complete Wood Working Shop!!
John Deere LA 105 Riding Lawn Mower
COMPLETE CASH SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION
Visit - wwvv.Jamesrcash.com
For Picture's & Details!!

5:EA.ESE EPOKEP jilii
poacv F4P,1 0.270-623-8466
Rim,
I I,,, !:,•11111a., mta, hint.

GARAGE SALE

I):at \Mkt.

"I"

YARD SALE
166
COUNTRYINDE
"Ma Lai IlialstiDOM*.P
'
h
DRIVE(FAIRVIEW
170 Nolan Oliva - Paducah. KY
SUB., 121)
At 1-24 Near Whitehaven And The Smoke
FRIDAY
- '• Tilts Nolan Drive Southeast 3 Blocks!
6:00-2:00
Spacious Brick Home
SATURDAY
itht,,,,,,..„ cum., tam, maw-, wo,•,,,,, ham,
7:00-12:00
Trunk, old tables, fur3 Soares= • 2 Balk Wel Cared Few Nesse
niture. household
these Ileese, Oaks. Neesti, Ilplated Ittliesse
Large Remaly Nese With Plreplsok Sas Loop Items, pinvsky, hunting
Now Came And l'Ille • Super Near Ratko
Items, tools, good
Like New Central Volt - Lie New Reef
fall/winter clothes,
211' x MR Worlaikep Serape
Cancel if rain.
10% Buyer's Premium On The Real Estate Only

Rc

hid and will be a part of the contract price. Terms: 15%
down day of auction balance in 30 days. Not responsible
for accidents.
For more information and
your entire auction needs conta(t:

44211
912;

I 4/III

,tlt''.t,iit

AMES R. CASH

2 bedroom, 1.5 bath brick home with den, kitchen, breakfast area, living room, utility room, carport, detached
shop with concrete floor sitting on 1.38 acres. Make your
inspections prior to auction. Any house built prior to 1978
could contain lead based paint and lead based paint hazards. A 10 day post inspection waiver will be a part of the
contract. A 10% buyer premium will be added to the final

41-44

Lot 2-0.4

gtOrqtatieretgliverremivi't
(ESTATE AUCTION)
sot Kept. 20511, At 10:00 A. M.

'Restaurant/Store sitting on a corner lot with screened in
harheque area. Large coolers upright and chest type, cabinets, tables and chairs, tea canisters, Bunn coffeemaker,
Sharp cash register, meat slicer, shelving, display stands,
deep fryer, grill, file cabinets, flatware, desk, cook stove,
2 large smokers and more. Make your inspections prior to
auction. A 10% buyer premium will be added to the final
bid and will be a part of the contract price. Terms: 15%
down of selling price day of auction balance in 30 days.
Not responsible for accidents.

lot.

Brooks

and Finley
fftiVilitEdiiiff6E6#1111 Chapel
REAL ESTATE AND
Ads. Flat, small pond,
IiiierioN)great building lot tot
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION (uisourrie
$18,000. Lot in laic,
TFILMY A FANCY FARM!!
subdivision. $6,000.
Sot. Oot. 3stt, At 10800 A. M. 227-2335.
October 3, 2009, 10:00 a.m.

YARD SALE
1504

MOVING SALE
397 WHITE OAK
DR.94E TO 280
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
9:00-5:00

Mire. Mosolial Billassirss
542 IllegIns 1111 - Neer raw Pans% KY
From The East Edge Of Fancy Farm
Along Hwy /30 Near "Chek Mart" Take
Hi••ins Rd South 1/2 Wel
11 11 ..i' Irk BIM Iff- Ole Sii.
In 4 Tracts 8. 111 Cointrietationc.
Pietas estivate, Farris 1 .Illti
11114memiertal Ceemstry Illemule And Settles
Om OA Awes • Well Kept Dense & lisiNdlisos
Brick Nesse WWI 3 Iledreeemmis • I Balks
Lake IWO Aerator, Mar Walkway. gmumelle,
Aiming Senn & lieldlegs - Nay Mask & Map
Weellevokle ftesessidal Iree Neese And
Maw Mee WWI,Reaelmo great Support
eralkops lbst Yee lilbst limb Are....
A Dreamt ~Ming At draws ,
to, A Vorlpri loin
James:cash r

WU /Wel W•Ive=allver
li
Mit AWNIII
Al
AUCTION 1-11(211-41_1 CIFATS
Ford 5600 DIM Tractor, With Dunham OT Loader,
Bought New By The Higgins In 1978, Only 626
Hours!• Ford 3 Btm Plow •Burch 10' Wheel Disc
• Bush Hog 3 Pt 6'Cutter•4 WhFarm Wagon•2
Row Cult • PTO Post Hole Digger • 3 Pt Sub
Soiler •3 PT Adj Blades•8. Cull Packer Roller•
3 Pt Barrel Sprayer•Tractor PTO Seeder•Cattle
Feeders - Troughs - Head Gates• Team Dump
Rake • Very Nice 1 Horse Buggy w/Brakes •
Excellent Team Wagon w/Seat • Horse Drawn
Tools•3 Horse Riding Plow •2 Axle 16' Bumper
Hitch Trailer • 10' & 6' Single Axle Bumper Hitch
Trailers•500 Gal Skid Fuel Tank w/Electric Pump
• 100 Gal Upright Fuel Tank • JD LX 288 Riding
Mower • Upright 60 Gal Air Compressor • '81
Camaro Car, 350 Engine, Stored In The Garage,
Front Damaged- Pads For Repair Are There •
Hand Tools • Yard Tools • Rabbit Cages • New
Chest On Chest Tool Box•Jacks•Wheelbarrows
• Fence Post • Agri Feb Trailer • Fish Cooker •
Hornet Nests • Jon Boat• Fishing Poles • New
Otter Kayak•Paddle Boat• Cross Bow Lots And
Lots Of Bern Miscellaneous - So Much More
From The Home And Yard
Antique Sofa • French Style Lovisseat• Roll Top
Desk • Antique Oak Refrigerator • Oak Book
Case•Oak Hall Tree•like New Sofa •Recliners
• Large Ornate Foyer Entrance Table w/Omate
Gold Mirror • Cherry Dressing Table w/ Stool •
Antique Metal Baby Bed • Antique Hi Choirs •
Antique China/Curio Cabinet •Antique 4 Drawer
Chest • Antique Dresser • Antique Square Top
Table • Whirlpool Chest Freezer • Refrigerator •
Table w/4 Chairs • Many UK Collectibles • Many
Large & Small Concrete Yard Ornaments Animals, Figures, Urns, Benches • Large
Concrete Fountain • Large Wood Seasonal Yard
Decorations•Aladdin Lamps • Collectors Plates
• Lots Of Lawn Furniture,• Hand Made Miniature
Houses • Childs JD 12 Volt Gator • Childs JD
Peddle Tractor & Wagon ..The List Goes On And
On.. Two Very Nice Gazebos
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

clothes & more.

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
88 MAGNESS
RD. OFF 299
NORTH OF
KIRKSEY
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Furniture, clothes,
books, purses, alot of household
items, etc

ESTATE/YARD
SALE
905 MEADOW LN
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-3:00
NO EARLY SALES
Furniture, old glassware, knack knacks,
baby items, toys.
some clothes, piano,
lots of stuff. Rain or
shine

GARAGE SALE

ROAD

FRIDAY &

FRIDAY

FRIDAY &

7:00-?

SATURDAY

YARD SALE
972 HOPKINS RD OFF HWY 464
SATURDAY 7:00-7
Something for everyone! Mary Kay,
Longaberger, pool supplies, household items, baby items, seasonal decorations, toys, scrapbook supplies,
Noritake china & much more.
Must see!

YARD SALE
OLD LYNN GROVE
RD.94 W
FOLLOW SIGNS
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Lots of nice
women's & girls
clothing, Christmas
& home decor,
household items,
much more. All
priced to sell.

INSIDE YARD
SALE
Sportsman's
Anchor Resort
12888 US HWY 88
East, Benton
THURS, FRI,
SAT & SUN
8:30AM-3:00PM
Housewares,
clothes & lots
of misc.

WANTED
Kids come in &
play at:

8:00-4:00

7:00-12:00

Furniture appli-

Virtual Kade

Boy's clothes up

ances toys.

660 N. 12t St.

to size 6 and lots

clothes
collectible

270-761-KADE

more
-a!

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/38R, 2BA, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre, .
gas & water. 1/2 mur."
ray. $142,000. 270519-8570
NEW Construction ^
3BR, 2BA, 2 car
garage
1,400 sq.ft., $117,000.
Washington St. 2938705

YAMAHA
Roadster
1600, windshield, saddle bags, back rest.
$3,900. 293-7431
07 1800 Goldwing,
blue, extra chrome,
8,000+ miles. $16,500.
293-6191.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair

Ado Ms

Housing Act Notice

All real estate advtilised herein
Is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer-.
mice, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion. See, handicap, familial status or national origin., or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not an violation of tlw law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance 'with Fair

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Startmq at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
1 41
Used Cars

Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(7(13)645-1(01)

MI.. MUNI.,
•

(270)354-8493

SATURDAY

hats, clothing, etc.

ENERGY saving net*
home, 2,244 sq.f
under roof, 38R, 213/1
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drivc11,
patio & front porch, nti
city taxes. $8,000
rebate, first time buy.
ers. 210-3781, 5592032.

I

SATURDAY

Furniture, red

11,000-SOFT, home
in country, 6BR, 60A,
indoor pool, gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake, lots Of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres. 559-2032.

i

94 OLD SHILOH

CANTERBURY

Roble

•

Furniture, tools,

1312 LARKSPUR

8:00-12:00

Oa

, Trost 2- 13Mil11111111Wellme
Trail3- 11 We WW2
Trod 4- WI Awes Rita

10 acres of land to(
sale in Lynn Grove
community. Lots c.
road frontage pnced tO
sell. 293-0538, 2931.
5215.

Property

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE!
Sat, Sept 26th
2+ ACRE LAKE
LOT
W/FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Abuts Nature
Preserve
Just $24,900
was

$59.900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake_
Enjoy
swimming pool, walking trails. pnvate park
more.

Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154, x 3214.
kylakesale corn

2001 Mazda MPV LX:
perfect condition inside
& out. Dual climate
controls. Like new,
must see_
Asking
$5,500 Moo_ 519-623Q
leave message if nq
answer.

[gsinnom 1
2000 Silvered°, low
ered, black, swb, regu,
tar cab, sharp! $8.500
759-1584
1993 Chevrolet 4w—ci
pick-up, good condlion, needs transmis
sion work, $1.0001
492-8523 after 6pm

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

1

N I 1; I

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

b"
07 Coachmen 25ft
travel trailer. Bought
new Oct 07'. used
once. All towing equipment included. Cost
$16,000 will sell for
$12,000. See at 509 S.
11th St. 270-759-1987,
270-226-3470.

land tot
nn Grove
Lots oil
S priced
538, 2931

lil

ts Wiwi

or Soh

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

aving no.
.?44 sq.ft
3BR, 2BAt
car
Crete davit
I porch, nti
$8,000
time buy.
781. 559-

o.ft. brick
, 2-car

op Sae,

1/2 murb
,
.
)0. 270-

tructIon
2 car
$117,000.
I St. 20-

2-4
Yeses hi'

Roadster
ihield, sadback reef.
-7431
Goldwing,
chrome,
$16,500.

'arts

IRES
inch
S20
Ii,ci

.5606

MB
Services Otlersd

Campws

1. Brooks
id Finley
mall pond,
rig lot tot
it in laic,
$6,000.

FT. home
5BR, 6BA,
, gymnasia' ceiling),
s, lots cd
di, 5 acres
:res. 559-

Email us at demumiedgertom

Bombs
1988
Crappiernate 16' with
trailer. 90hp Johnson
with trim & tilt, foot
control trolling motor,
2-depth finders, excellent condition. 270227-7351, 270-4362486.

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
-Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Horne! Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
•Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun sinvect
Res Coin.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
Y(I tilt AD
t) U1,11 ti
III RI FOR
'1.7 5 00
(IN
N..1(1iii 1" If
ALI 75 1 lel

$15 & up. Will mow
awns. Adult owned &
operated. 270-9785655.

(270)97e-2111
NADEAU ROOFING
Si CONSTRUCTION
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

ieks

do. low.
wt), regu,
)1 $8,500

;let 4wd
d condtransmis
$1.000:
r 6pm

EL..

l

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

AAFFORDABLE

436-5141

Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, iunk
& tree work.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE /I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BRICK & Block layer
available. 270-2520667.

FREE

& ri DOZER

PICK UP

270-293-5624

1270)2278188

BRUSH & HAMMER
"SPECIAL"
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

CONSTRUCTION
CM us for NI youl
All al
*Roofing •Sheetrock
*Plaster *Remodels
& more
•

r10000

AP .110411-A•

•

(270)873-9341

(270)873-2487
6,4•
so.di C.Wdraclor

CUSTOM BULLDOZING
•Land-clearing
kInderbrushing•Ponds
•Lakes •Waterways
Free Estimates

JOSEPH HONE
MASONRY
Concrete, bnck block &
stone
564-6158
210-5324

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years. Tree •
service also. Call:Doi).
Murray area. 519- , :
8570.
•2

.
t'ç-STUTESMAir

(270)436-2228

Greg Renfro*
293-0371

101 St RI 1,11N,

753-808 /

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

JONES
ROOFING
Licansiod & Insured
Free estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

Calloway
WEST
County
Development
*Track hoe, dozer.
backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil A
gravel for sale_ 04/e
build you a Home:to
Suite your Needs. 20210-3781. 270-5592032.
.:

`Nunsense II' performances
slated for Mayfield center
BY BARRY DANOWSKI
SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER
"With 20 musical numbers
and a lot of great dialogue, the
nuns are sure to delight the audience," said Nunsense 11 actress
Donna Gream. "There is no
shortage of funny lines, gags
:and physical comedy."
Gream plays Sister Robert
Ann in Purchase Players production of "Nunsense II — The
Second Coming," which opens
up this Friday night at the
Community Performing Arts
Center in Mayfield. "Nunsense
H" runs this weekend through
next weekend.
The Sisters are back to pres.
pnt a 'Thank You" show for all
their supporters. But now, the
Sisters have been bitten by the
theater bug. Chaos erupts when
two Franciscans come to claim
Sister Mary Amnesia (who has
won the Publisher's Clearing
flouse Sweepstakes) as one of
their own. At the same time, the
nuns hear that there is a talent
scout in the audience to see
them strut their stuff.
Four of the five original cast
members of last year's Purchase
of
production
Players
"Nunsense" are back for their
Second go-around — Gream,
Cheryl Hartig, Ann Watson and
Wendy Puckett. They are joined
in the second "Nunsense"
installment by Hillary Bacon
and Melissa Pearson.
:7 Reverend Mother, who is
played by Hartig, is feisty and
loves to be in the spotlight.
sister Hubert, who is played by
kuckett, is second in command
("and never lets Reverend
Mother forget it).
Sister Mary Paul (a.k.a
Amnesia - a crucifix fell on her
bead) is played by Watson.
sister Mary Paul is once again

Photo provided

CELEBRATION HELD: Murray Elementary students in the P1 classes gathered recently by
the flag pole to celebrate Constitution Day. They recited the pledge and sang a song about the
constitution. Students wore hats they made and were waving the American flags during the
program.

Photo by Jones Photography

The cast of "Nunsense II," Cheryl Hartig, Wendy Puckett,
Donna Gream, Ann Watson, Hillary Bacon and Melissa
Pearson, pose for a cast photo. "Nunsense II" is slated to
open Friday at 7 p.m. at the Community Performing Arts
Center in Mayfield and runs through next weekend.
joined by her side-kick, Sister from Brooklyn and a constant
Mary-Annette. with a show source of aggravation for
stopping number, the county Reverend Mother.
"There's never a dull
nun.
Sister Leo, who is played by moment," Gream said.
for
times
Production
Bacon, desires to be the first nun
"Nunsense 11" are 7 p.m. on
ballerina.
"Hillary's dance skills are Friday and Saturday nights with
superb," Gream said. "She will 2 p.m. show times for Sunday
productions. Tickets go on sale
wow the crowd."
Sister Michael is played by an hour before each performance. Advanced tickets may be
Pearson.
"Melissa's performance is purchased Monday through
both entertaining and sweet," Thursday (this week and next
Gream said. "She is always week) from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m, at
there to help her fellow nuns the Community Performing Arts
whenever and where ever she is Center.
For more information, conneeded."
Sister Robert Ann, played by tact Purchase Players at (270)
Gream, is the streetwise sister 251-9035.

Horoscope
Wood-O-Rama, exhibition of
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
ion-functional and functional
Friday, Sept. 25, 2009:
have a lot going on this
Wood objects, at Yeiser Center You
year. You might not always be

MPV LX:
ion inside
climate
ke new.
Asking
519-623q
ge if nq

Thursday, September 24, 2009

PADUCAH, Ky. — "Wood-0Rama" is a national competitive
exhibition showcasing a cross
section of innovative and traditional woodwork of outstanding
quality and craftsmanship. This
juried group exhibition, representing artists from six states,
will feature three dimensional
objects that use wood as the primary medium including both
functional and non-functional
objects. John Hasegawa, head of
the ceramics department at the
Paducah School of Art, selected
Best of Show, Second Place, and
Third Place awards that will be
presented at the artists' reception. Murray residents Wyatt
Severs and Cosmo Barbaro will
have work in the show.

downtown
in
Located
Paducah, the Yeiser Art Center is
a non-profit visual arts organization celebrating more than fifty
years of serving the community
through exhibitions and education throughout the Tri-State
Region. Paducah is home to the
Artist's Relocation Program and
the WKCTC Paducah School of
Art.
The Yeiser Art Center is open
Tuesday through Saturday 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. It is free and open
to the public.
The artists' reception for
"Wood-O-Rama" is Saturday.
October 10, from 5 to 7 p.m. The
public is invited. The exhibit
runs from Oct. 9 to Nov 7.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4
\ -Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
Lkii;ER X TIMES

sure of what is happening.
Listen to others carefully, and
you will learn a lot more. The
unexpected occurs in your daily
life. If you flow and can buck
trends, you will enjoy your year.
If you are single, look around
and discover the many potential
suitors. Deciding which one you
want to be with could be fun. Up
till January 2010, you will meet
more suitable people. If you are
attached, you will want to
anchor in with your significant
other. 2010 holds more than
your share of excitement. Your
home life becomes a high priority. CAPRICORN can be difficult.

/

I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Once more, you take in
the big picture, which encourages detachment You happily
think, "Thank goodness it is
Fnday." You can actually justify
leaving the office early What is

Story Telling Under Stars September 30
PADUCAH, Ky. — If you've
ever wondered why the jaguar
has spots, why the eagle has
dark feathers, or why there is a
rabbit on the face of the moon,
you might want to join Charles
Goff for "Story Telling Under
the Stars" Wednesday at West
&
Community
Kentucky
Technical College.
The prominent Mexican
anthropologist will give insight
into ancient Mesoamerican culture during an outdoor talk
about Quetzalcoatl, the changing god of Mesoamerican
mythology. The talk begins at
6:30 p.m. at the WKCTC
Amphitheater.
The free presentation kicks
off WKCTC's Third Annual
Hispanic Heritage Celebration.
Goff, noted speaker of
Mesoamerican culture, is a
founding director of the

For more information about
Educational
Cemanahuac
Community in Cuernavaca, the celebration, contact Carolyn
Mexico. The school is rated as Perry at 534-3205 or Pat Blaine
one of the leading Spanish lan- at 534-3207.
guage schools in Mexico, offering courses in language instruction, Latin American studies and
extensive field study excursions
to sites of archeological and historical interest.
Other planned events for the
celebration, on Oct. I, are:
• 10 a.m. - "Mesoamerica:
Americas,"
the
Spanning
WKCTC Crounse Hall, Room
101
• 2 p.m. - "Contemporary
Mexico: Are We Building Walls
or Bridges?" Crounse Hall,
Room 101. A reception featuring authentic Hispanic food will
follow this event.
The public is welcomed to
attend. There is no admission
CHARLES GOFF
charge.

Iv lama's Near
going to stop you? Tonight: A
must appearance.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** If you can choose to hang

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Let others run the

could go overboard.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.- 111)
*** Know when to pulL tiadk.

where you would most like to be

close to home or work from
home or take the day off. A little
extra lead time into the weekend
wouldn't hurt. Refuse to become
negative, even if there is a disagreeable moment or two in the
morning. Tonight: Let your hair
down.

this evening, and make plans.
Tonight: Take off.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Communication excels,

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Use the daylight hours

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others do run the

and suddenly you feel as if you
cannot do it all. You are right -you cannot. Learning to say no is
important to your well-being. In
any case, you are overwhelmed
by everything that is occurring.
Tonight. You don't need to go far
from home.

to the max. A meeting could be
off and somewhat difficult_ Let go
and relax with a friend over a
leisurely lunch. People Will
understand if you are a bit late
Tonight: Vanish while you can.:

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Finances play a role in

stand and move a project forward. Do not even think that you
won't get your share of flak. If
you feel that you can handle this
type of opposition, there is no
reason why you cannot move
ahead. Tonight: Let the weekend
begin

show while you start thinking
about the weekend. An impor-

tant interaction or talk might be
necessary before you split mentally, if not actually. Think about

show, and they might not be producing the results you want
Evaluate what is happening with
a family member or a domestic
problem. The unexpected could
toss today's plans out the window Tonight: Hand over the
reins of command.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Emphasize what you want
and know where you are going.
If you feel overwhelmed, make it
a point to delegate People might
be reacting to you, not the idea
Pull yourself out of the equation
Tonight. Join friends.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might be on top of
your game and understand
much more than you are ready
to reveal Evaluate what is going
on within a special relationship
before you decide to let go and
head in another direction
Tonight Make it easy

your decisions. You'll come out
A-OK if you say no to others'
negativity. Pull away and listen to
your own advice. You are not
always an expert on everything.
You know that, but you do have
excellent judgment Trust it
Hanging out with
Tonight
friends.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others could be erratic,
encouraging you to do your
thing How you deal with someone could be quite different than
suggested. The status quo gets
turned upside down, whether
you like it or not Tonight. You

Detach, even in the Nee bf
nelaide
words,
provocative
and/or situations. Know when :to
say enough, smile and moVe on.
If you dO, you might witness: a
collapse that you never thought
possible. Tonight: Out and about.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to take a

BORN TODAY
Actor Will Smith (1968), actress
Catherine Zeta-Jones (1969).
author William Faulkner (187)
•
••

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at wwwlacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2009 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.
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Ladles Back
-

10 years ago
bly No. 19 Order of Wanton for
Published is a picture of State Girls at a meeting at the MasonSen. Paul Herron Jr., State Sen. ic Hall.
Bob Jackson, Joe Dick, H. Glenn
40 years age
Doran and Joe Pat James who
Marine Pfc. Michael L. Pierce,
were.honored by the Murray State son of Mr and Mrs. Beton Pierce,
University Alumni Association and Is serving with the First Marine
presented Golden Horseshow Division in Vietnam
Awanis as part of the M.SU
Pvt. James Myatt of Hazel has
Fbuhders Day Celebration held at completed his eight weeks of basic
Wrather West Kentucky Museum. training at Fort Campbell and is
Brian Settle, son of William now taking advanced training at
and Debbie Settle of Murray, has Fort Polk, La. He is the son of
been awarded a scholarship to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Myatt.
Murray State University by the
Calloway County Attorney
Murray Kiwanis Club. He is a Robert 0. Miller discussed things
graduate of Murray High School. needed in the downtown area of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Newton Murray ,at a meeting of the Murwill be married for 60 years Sept. ray Bdainess & Professional
25.
Women's Club held at the Mur20 years ago
ray Woman's Club house.
Published is a picture of Mar50 years ego
garet Trevathan, former director
A program. "Eat, Sing and Be
of the Calloway County Public Merry,' was the theme of the prolibt`hry, being presented an award gram presented at a meeting of
of appreciation from Holly Blood- the Music Department of Murray
worth, president of International Woman's Club with MrsJames LasReading Association. and Chuck siter and Mrs. William Thomas
Guthtie, director of West Ken- as the leaders.
tucky Adult Basic Education NetRecent births reported at Murwork, for 11-evadian promoting lit- ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
eracy during her 10-year tenure and Mrs. Junior ftrelsford, a girl
at the library. The photo was by to Mr. and Mts..Dale Ahmed's,
Staff Photographer Mark C000rt. a boy to Mr. and Mn. L.D. Ciithey,
In high school, football games, a boy to Mr. and Mn. James OutMurray Tigers won 47-7 over Elul- land, a girl to Mr. and Mn. Billy
am County Pilots and Calloway Stewart and a girl to Mr. and
Litters lost 34-17 to Union Coun- Mn. James Pierce.
Fryen, Grade A whole, are listty. Births reported include a boy ed as selling for 29 cents per
to Larry and Bonnie Murdock, pound in the ad for Johnson's
Grocery.
AuUlt.
mrstme
66 year. age
Published ie a picture of Louie
Elected as officers of the MurB. Nunn, farmer governor and ray Retail Merchants Association
current Republican pthenabrial were Wells Purdom, president:
candidate, who amouaced his pro- Hiram 'Racket, vice presidmt, and
posal for coastructiou of coal-fired Ed Setde, strantary, at a meeting
electricity generating Plaangie the held at the Calloway County Courstate's coal fields at Min con- thouse.
ference at Murray State UniversiDr. Fred Brown of Knoxville,
ty.
Tenn., will be speaker and O.L.
Hazel Wainscott will teach a Stephens of Nashville, Tenn., will
class on 'Macrame at the Hazel direct the music at the revival
Senior Citizens Center on Sept. scheduled at First Baptist Church.
26 at 1 p.m.
Bro. Jack London is serving
Ilisha Clark was installed as as minister of Alrno Church of
worthy advisor of Murray Assem- Christ.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Caregiver's grief began long
before her husband's death
DEAR
ABBY: I
am
responding to "Alone But
Happy in Canada" (July 12),

who feels guilty because she
feels relieved following the
death of her husband from a
long, difficult illness.
Ey one grieves differently, but
I don't think
grieving a
loved one's
I oss
BEFORE
his or her
death
is
uncommon.
I've known
DearAMN several people
who
watched
BYANW
Van Buren loved ones
wither away
into helpless, needy and miserable individuals. I can't think
of one who didn't feel the
same as "Alone But Happy."
I have begun referring to
it as "grieve-as-you-go guilt.'
A person grieves through the
decline and eventual demise
of a beloved mate, and when
she fails to feel sadness, she
substitutes guilt where she
believes her grief should be.
But actually she has been grieving all along, and needs to
acknowledge that fact. Only
then will she be able to enjoy
not only her clean house, but
her clear conscience as well.
AZY IN WASHINGTON
DEAR AZT: You have keen
insight. Other readers wrote
wanting to offer reassurance
to "Alone But Happy." Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: Your answer
to "Alone" was appreciated by
all caregivers, I'm sure. Nobody
knows, unless they have walked

By The AsseeieMd Press
de guided a Consolidated NY-2 1974 bank robbery in San FranTbday is Thursday, Sept. 24, Biplane over Mitchel Field on Long cisco carried out by the Symbionese
the 267th day of 2009. There are Island in the first all-instrument Liberation Army. (Hearst was
98 days left in the year.
flight.
released alter 22 months after
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1948, Mildred Gillen, receiving clemency from PresiOn Sept. 24, 1969, the trial accused of being Nazi wartime dent Jimmy Carter.)
oldie "Chicago Eight"(later seven) radio propagandist "Axis Sally,"
In 1981, four Armenian gunbegan. (Five of the defendants pleaded not guilty in Washington. men seized the Thrkish consulate
were later convicted of crossing D.C.,to charges of treason.(Mars, In Parts, killing a guard and holdstate lines to incite. riots • at the later convicted, ended up serving ing 36 homages for 15 hours
1968 Democratic national conven- 12 years in prison.)
before surrendering.
tion, but the convictions were ultiIn 1953, President Dwight D.
In 1998, the government began
mately overturned.)
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack releasing the new, harder-to-counOn this date:
while on vacation in Denver.
terfeit $20 bill.
In 1789,Congress passed a JudiIn 1960. the USS Enterprise,
Ten years ago: Oregon teenagciary Act which provided for an the first nuclear-powered aircraft er Kip Kinkel, who killed his parattorney general and a Supreme carrier, was launched at Newport ents and gunned down two classCourt.
News, Va.
mates at school, abandoned an
In 1869, thousands of busiIn 1963, the U.S. Senate rat- insanity defense and pleaded guilty
nessmen were ruined in a Wall ified a treaty with Britain and the to murder. (He was later senStreet panic known as "Black Fri- Soviet Union limiting nuclear test- tenced to 112 years without parole.)
day" after financiers Jay Gould ing.
A jury acquitted former Italian
and James Fisk attempted to corIn 1976, former hostage Patri- Premier Giulio Andreotti of the
ner the gold market.
cia Hearst was sentenced to seven 1979 killing of a journalist.
In 1929, U. James H. Doolit- years in prison for her part in a

*al*EGA!
OtikkOPIWOit!
1A6P R0110 sr.ww!WitiEiiCOP! ?PM%00001Dow

that particular path, how difficult and lonely it is to watch
a spouse disappear QVCf a long
time, losing the history you
share together, making hard
decisions alone, and rebuilding an identity not tied to the
past. Every morning brings a
new bout of grief from the
moment of wakening -- every
day another day you don't want
to face.
Keeping healthy and planning ahead for yourself, not

as a caregiver but as a participant in the "real world," is
the only way to maintain sanity sometimes. Though 1 love
my husband dearly, I look forward to having a life again
that is not centered on his disease. No one should be made
to feel guilty for restarting life
when he or she has given so
much. -- DAY AT A TIME
DEAR ABBY: I also lost
my husband of 35 years just
a month ago. He endured several years of health problems
and as his caregiver, 1, too,
felt a great sense of relief with
his passing. I do not, however, feel guilty about it.
I realize that I have been
grieving for several years
already, as I knew this time
would be coming. In many
ways it is as if I am in the
final stage of the process even
though my husband's death has
only just occurred.
Our son put it best when
he said at my husband's bed-

side, "I lost my dad several
years ago, but my father died
tonight." He, too, understands
that his grief began a long
time ago. -- MOVING FORWARD
DEAR ABBY:Having to put
another person's needs and
wants before one's own can
be very stressful. Not everyone is able to do that and stay
pleasant and patient at all times.
Fortunately, I found a local
caregivers' support group. Our
weekly meetings help us see
that we are not alone in experiencing the trials and tribulations of family caregiving.
For those who are laboring
to do their best for diefr sick
or disabled loved Mies, let me
suggest they find a Senior Information and Assistance office
in their area. Another resource
is the National Family Caregivers Association (www.thefamilycaregiver.org;
phone
(800) 896-3650). These may
be helpful in allowing caregivers mental and physical
relief by connecting them with

hourly in-home care services.
It is important that people
experiencing this kind of stress
get respite time to themselves,
away from their care recipient, in order to be able to
keep on helping them. -- ONE
OF THE MANY

Murray Ledger & nines

Whatip it take to be a
doctor?
DEAR DR. GOTT: What education does a primary doctor have
and what does he Or she have
for an education to be certified?
Today, if I want to know anything about myself, I have to go
to a hospital or specialist. Why
is this? It's
very costly
for rae. I'm
going on 89,
and in my
past life, my
doctor could
give me all
the answers
and help I
needed.
Things
are
expensive and
scary.
By
DEAR
Dr- POW GOtt READER:
Your question
is an excellent one. I hope I can
do it justice.
A primary-care doctor in the
United States goes through eight
to 10 years of grimmer school(prekindergarten to eighth grade), four
years of high school, four yens
of college and four years of medical school. A one-year period of
training in a hospital setting under
the supervision of attending physicians is known as an internship.
During this period, an appreciable amount of time is also spent
attending lectures and conferences.
A United States Medical Licensing Examination(USMLE)is than
taken prior to applying for a residency program in the United
States. Most programs are between
four and six years, depending on
the field a future physician chooses to enter. Thus, a minimum of
25 years is required beat a person can be qualified as a practicing physician. This is a longwinded
of saying your for-

mei physician was well qualified
to handle your case in a "onestop shopping center."
Medicine as we know it today
is not what it was several years
mo.lb begin with, we relied extensively on a patient's verbal history, performed a hands-on examination of the body part in question, end did everything possible
to bring relief as quickly as possible. I'm not implying we didn't have X-ray machines and laboratories. We had state-of-the-an
equipment for the time and used
it whenever necessary. However,
today, we have extremely sophisticated tools, access to superb specialists in almost every field and
often demand a second opinion.
Why? So we won't get sued!
Sadly, our country has turned into
a sue-first, talk-later society. If
anything goes wrong, blame the
doctor. After all, it's his fault,
isn't it? Hei'e the one first consulted. If we refer. sick person
to the emergency room of our
local hospital, we can share the
blame. If your primary-care physician is mans& of a diagnosis
or what to do next, be or she
will do exactly what yours is
attempting — share the burden
of responsibility. And it's an arduous, loss and expensive process.
Speak with your physician,
explain your concerns, and ask
whether he or she can work with
you so you don't have to be referred
out. At almost 89, you deserve
to have your wishes honored if
possible. Just be levelheaded so
that if a medical liturgical truly
calls for a specialist or hospital,
you follow the advice of your
doctor.
If your physician is unwilling,
you are free to find another physician.

Dr. OW

Cloilnist blip"
Maximizing Your Chances
Last dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 9
IPS 7 2
•K 7 4 2
tfliQ J 95
%TAT
EAST
CI 8 7 4
*6 5 3 2
V KJ 964
1PQ 10
CI9 3
•Q 106
VK
.8732
11011111
OK9 10
IP A 53
•A 8 5
4IA 1064
The bidding:
Lest
Beath West
North
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead
six of hearts.

how South handled the club suit,
from which he needed to score three
tricks to make his contract. The obvious approach was to cross to dummy
and try a club finesse. If it won, 10
0r
trificksit would
the
i
s for
one.
taking;
bC
own
lout, would
After eareftel mesideradon,
declarer plunked down the ace of
clubs, caught West's king and finished with an overtrick!
Siete the dunce of West's holding the king singleton with five cards
outstanding is exceedingly smell
(less than 3 percent), while a finesse
offers roughly a SO percent chance of
success, it might seem that South
was either clairvoyant or had seen
the king in West's hand. However,
declarer had a very sound reason for
playing the clubs as he did.
South's primary concern was to
Oecasiesally, declarer may make try to develop the three club tricks he
a play that might arouse suspicion needed in the safest way possible. He
that he had peeked into one of his could afford to lose a club trick in the
opponents' hands. While such things process, so long as he did not lose it
have been known to happen, the fact to West. A successful club finesse
is that most such plays are based was therefore not really necessary to
more on sound reasoning than on ill- make three notrump, but it would be
gotten information.
disastrous if West happened to hold
Consider this case where South the singleton king.
was in three notrump and West led a
There were thin two different
heart. Declarer held up his ace on the chances to make the contract: if East
first two hums and won the third as had the king of clubs, or If West had
East discarded a low spade.
the singleton king. The play of the
The outcome now depended on ace catered to both possibilities.
7bnierrow: Bidding quiz.
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Crossvards
ACROSS
1 Unconscious
••••••
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HOWEVER, I 00 ADMIT
TO BEIN6 A LITTLE
SARCASTIC NOW AND THEN..

4 Rover's pal
8 Junk food buy
11 Bubble —
13 Disturb
14 Corroded, as
add
15 Miner's trough
17 Merchant
19 Grind, as teeth
21 NOt hunter
22 Oftdan tile
24 Chapeau
26 Balcony section
29 Four-footed pal
31 Chaperoned
girl
33 Standard
34 Peoria's st.
35 Indiana Jones
quest
37 Sweater sizes
39 Midwest St.
40 Gridiron stats
42 Pregrown lawn
44 Leans
46 Seeks info

48 Item in a poker
50 rx
51 High dudgeon
53 Precarious
55 Neglectful
58 Claim
61 Energy
62 Soy product
64 Mythical archer
65 Bride's title
66 Novelist
Jean —
67 Payoff
DOWN
1 Cries of pain
2 Search engine
find
3 Showed how
4 Just picked
5 Moon of Jupiter
6 Carried through
on
7 Refrigerator
stick
8 Ride fast
9 Sporty truck

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PALS ROD VI
APPT ONE OR M
MOGA MOG TADM
MAME RAE
NOMML NOG
DAIM LEIMMRE
RICA
ADAM
HARMESS AnEL
OMP TUSMS
WAN EPWMT
NOIRE ALW WURL
UMER MID DRAB
H Ffil IDS TSPS

Tin

9-2402009 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
10 Debussy
subject
12 Fiesta decor
16 West Coast St.
18 Boeing tool
20 Suffered from

IMMii
MINIM 111111M
MINIMMI =NM
MINIM MOM
Id= MA Mild
MOM Mild MEM
ME AM Mid WM
MEM MEM MAME
Mild AIM IMMO
MUM MOM MIR
ME MEM
MEM

22 Japanese
canine
23 Coats with
gold
25 Lone Star guy
27 Walk and trot
28 Blank a tape
30 Birthday no
32 Diner order
36 Garden-pond
fish
38 Harvest tool
41 Economizes
43
and don'ts
45 Strata
47 Herr in
Madras
49 Mover's rental
(hyph.)
52 Is, to Pedro
54 Pacino or
Unser
55 45 or 78
56 Poet's
"always"
57 Not worth a —
59 Infant's sound
60 Clairvoyance
63 Iron,
In formulas

